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Students Continue War Protests
By Mathew Moloshok

(Photo by DavW GeUatly)

Anti-war protestors inarch through New York
City's Times Square on a rainy Saturday. Some
30,000 demonstrators joined the march sponsored by the National Peace Action Coalition.

Scholarship
Drive Begins
The 1972 scholarship drive will begin this
week with a dormitory canvass and social
activities, according to organizers Dennis
Lalli and R.J. Reynolds.
The yearly Drive began in 1968 as a pledge
of the now-defunct- Student Senate. Each
year approximately $15,000 is raised, all of
which Is given to the College for student
scholarships.
This year's Drive has collected $550 to
date. A 1940's dance, held March 25, netted
about $315, according to Reynolds, but
"Hark!" an off-Broadway preview, resulted
in a slight loss. General contributions have
totalled $35.
Two events were held Sunday to raise
money. The Heublein Co. of Hartford
sponsored wine-tasting. For each volunteer,
taster, Heublein contributed 50* to the
Drive. A total of $200 was raised.
The Portable Circus Revue, a comedy act
composed of former Trinity students,
performed in the evening.
The major purpose of these events, acts, according to Lalli, is to "raise consci
ousness. Our real big event is the drive on
Thursday night."
Thursday night a floor-by-floor canvass of
the dormitories will be conducted to raise
money.
"The Scholarship Fund represents an
important commitment on the part of the
student body to support those within its
ranks who are disadvantaged economically,
and to promote cultural diversity at the
College," Lalli stated.
Checks may be made out to "Trinity
College Student Body Scholarship Fund,"
sent to Box 157.

Members of the College community have
organized activities to continue protest
against the continued U.S. involvement in
Vietnam.
An outgrowth of a community-wide strike
Friday, the group will work to raise money
to purchase advertisements in newspapers
and on television, to lobby in Washington,
D.C., to organize letter-writing campaigns,
to contact alumni and prominent community leaders, to canvass in the Hartford
community, and to send speakers to local
schools and organizations.
The various plans for the anti-war actions
came out of workshops and meetings
Friday, the day set aside by an all-College
meeting as a "non-coercive strike".
At another all-College meeting Sunday
night, each group summarized its goals and
accomplishments. Mark Feathers, '74,
announced that the steering group, which
has set up its office in the old Medusa office
on the second floor of Mather Hall, has sent
two delegates to the Tufts-New England
Coordinating Committee.
A committee called the "Legislature
Information Committee" has already set up
a table in Mather Campus Center Lobby
which dispenses information about pending
legislation, who to write to in Congress, and
provides suggestions on how to go about it.
According to the organizers, the focus of
the committee at this time is passage of the
Case-Church amendment to die foreign aid
authorization. The amendment would cut off
funding for the war.
At the all-College meeting Sunday night,
Robin handy, 75, said the table had been set
tip to show that "Even if you aren't a soapbox stander" an impact could be made n
input.
She said that writing letters to
representatives would be of great im<Continued on Page 5)

TCB Sponsors
Black Celebration
The Trinity Coalition of Blacks (TCB) will sponsor a week-end of Black
Celebration, featuring drama, writers' workshops, demonstrations on selfdefense, a picnic, and a cabaret, beginning Friday.
The celebration is the second to be sponsored by TCB, and is named Sherehe
Eusi (Black Celebration in Swahili) Chapter 2.
The celebration is intended "as a time for black college students to get together
and share with each other the celebration of another day of life as a black person,"
according to Steven C. Newsome, chairman Of the TCB Cultural Committee. In
addition, Newsome said, the celebration will expose the College and Hartford
communities "to different aspects of black culture."
The opening event will be a writers' workshop Thursday at 3 p.m. in Wean
Lounge, when four black writers will read from their own works and discuss the
role of the black writer. They will include Mignon Holland Anderson, assistant
editor of "Black Communicator;" Lasbeth A. Gant, a member of the Black Studies
department at the State University of New York at Stony Brook; Walter Myers,
adult trade editor with Bobbs-Merrill Publishing and George David, who teaches
at Bronx Community College.
William Grier, a psychiatrist from California, will discuss the psychological
effects of racism on blacks in the Washington Room Thursday at 8 p.m. Grier is the
author of "Black Rage" and "Jesus Bag."
"Tragedy in Black" written and directed by Lewis Williams, '73, will be enacted
by students at Goodwin Theatre Friday at 4:15.
The Chi-Lites, a soul group, will perform Friday in the Ferris Athletic Center at 8
p.m.
A demonstration in the art of self-defense will be led by Moses Powell Saturday
at 2:30 in the Washington Room. Powell will demonstrate karate, judo and combinations.
A picnic on the lawn of the Black House will be held for members of TCB and
their guests Saturday before the "Cabaret", which will feature the band "The
Family Connection," in the Washington Room at 9:30.
The final event will be a concert of progressive jazz by the NTU with Gary Bartz,
Sunday at 4 p.m. in the Washington Room.
All events are open free of charge to the public, except the concerts.
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Will Connecticut's Abortion Laws Survive?
By Chris Siegrist
A United States District Court decision
which declared Connecticut's abortion laws
unconstitutional has provoked unprecedented, state-wide controversy concerning the abortion issue. The post Civil
War statute was invalidated in a decision
handed down last week.
The majority opinion of the court stated
that "the State's interests are insufficient
to take from the woman the decision after
conception whether she will bear a child.
And that she, as the appropriate decision
maker, must be free to choose." The suit to
strike down the law was brought by Women
v. Connecticut, a women's group organized
solely for that purpose.
While the court's decision leaves the state
without an abortion law, the future
availability of abortion in Connecticut is as
yet uncertain. Governor Thomas Meskill
and Attorney General Robert Killian, both
Roman Catholics, have announced that
Killian will appeal the court ruling to a
Federal Appeals Court or to the Supreme
Court. He will also ask for a stay of the lower
court decision until the appeal is decided.
This would prevent any liberalization of the
present abortion law for the length of the
appeals case. Killian also asked that the
state legislature not take any action
regarding the abortion issue until the appeal
is concluded.

The General Assembly, however, initiated
a review of the abortion issue soon after the
court decision was announced last week.
The Public Health and Safety Committee,
which has jurisdiction over the abortion
statutes, will meet Monday or Tuesday to
consider reporting out two different bills.
One bill would attempt to establish a
constitutional method of prohibiting
abortion in Connecticut. The bill would
approach abortion as a "right to life" issue.
Prohibition of abortion would therefore
constitute one of the legal rights of the fetus.
The invalidated abortion law was struck
down because of the right of the mother to
determine whether and when she will have
children.
The second bill for consideration of the
Public Health and Safety Committee would
merely require that abortions be performed
in licensed hospitals by licensed physicians.
Some groups, however, feel that this
regulation is not necessary.
A coalition of women's rights, civil
liberties, and
population
control
organizations has formed to oppose further
abortion legislation. The coalition includes
Planned Parenthood, Connecticut Citizen
Action Group, National Organization of
Women, Connecticut Civil Liberties Union,
Zero Population Growth, and. the Connecticut League for Abortion Law Repeal.

Each organization is mounting a grass-roots
effort to contact state legislators opposing
further abortion legislation. They maintain
that present public health statutes constitute sufficient regulation for abortion
operations. If legislation must be enacted,
however, the coalition would only support
the measure regulating, and not prohibiting,
abortions.
Several possibilities remain concerning
the future of abortion availability in Connecticut. The legislative Public Health and
Safety Committee may decide to heed
Governor Meskill's plea and recommend no
legislation until the court appeal is settled.
The Governor's plea coupled with the
coming fall elections may lead the
legislature, presently in recess until May 3,
to avoid the controversial issue. The present
legislative session has been deliberately
noncontroversial because of the upcoming
elections.
On the other hand, the Public Health and
Safety Committee, long staunch opponents
of abortion reform, may decide to report out
the bill attempting to prohibit abortions
again. The bill would have a very good
chance of passage in a General Assembly
that has always overwhelmingly opposed
abortion reform. The Roman Catholic
Church also has a strong lobby against
abortion reform.

More likely is the possibility that the
Committee will recommend the regulatory
bill requiring abortions to be performed bv
licensed physicians in licensed hospitals
The legislature would probably pass the
provision, very similar to the one instituted
in New York.
Legislative action will not be the sole
deciding factor, however. The appeal to a
higher court will be a lengthy process. If
Killian decides to appeal to the Federal
District Court in New York, the appeal may
be denied. This was the court in which
Women v. Connecticut originally brought
suit, feeling that this court was more liberal
than the Connecticut court. However, the
New York court refused original jurisdiction.
Appeal to the Supreme Court may have
different results. The Court has been
reluctant to deal with the constitutionality of
abortion in the past but the Connecticut case
may generate a spate of other state cases,
The Court may therefore have no choice but
to hear the appeal. If the appeal is heard, the
Supreme Court will undoubtedly grant
Killian's stay prohibiting the effect of the
lower court ruling until the appeal is
decided. Therefore, the present state
statutes prohibiting abortion could remain
in effect for the duration of a lengthy appeal,

Stringfellow Speaks Monday

Hi
It

William Stringfellow, lawyer and author,
will discuss the "ethics of resistance"
Monday at 8:30 in the Washington Room.
His talk is being sponsored by the religion
department as the third annual Michael P.
Getlin lecture.

trial involving Father Philip B.errigan in
Harrisburg, Pa.
In collaboration with Anthony Towne, who
was similarly charged, Stringfellow wrote
Suspect Tenderness, published in October,
1971.

Stringfellow's work as a white lawyer in a
black ghetto is discussed in his best-seller,
My People is the Enemy. He was counsel to
the late Bishop James Pike, defending him
against charges of heresy. With Anthony
Towne, Stringfellow wrote The Bishop Pike
Affair. He and Towne are currently writing
the authorized biography of Pike.
Stringfellow was charged with harboring
Father Daniel Berrigan, a close friend. The
charges were dismissed, and Stringfellow
became one of the defense counsel in the

Time magazine has called Stringfellow
"one of Christianity's most persuasive
critics from within," while The Nation
wrote: "Stringfellow is no liberal. He is a
radically relevant Christian - an extremely
rare species." Karl Barth called him, "the
most conscientious and thoughtful" mind he
had encountered during his American visit.
A Guggenheim Fellow and the recipient of
several honorary degrees, Stringfellow is a
graduate of Harvard Law School and Bates
College, and was a graduate scholar at the

London School of Economics. His military
service won three commendations.
. The lecture was named for Michael P.
Getlin, a 1962 Trinity graduate who was
killed in Vietnam on March 31, 1967. He was
the first College alumnus to be killed in
action in. Vietnam.
At Trinity he majored in religion, was a
member of Alpha Delta Phi fraternity, and
played in the football and lacrosse teams.
He joined the Marines after he graduated,
and upon his death was awarded the Navy
Cross, ranking next to the Congressional
Medal of Honor.
Getlin is survived by a wife and daughter.
His father is an executive of the Ralston
Purina Company in St. Louis, and has
contributed funds to the Library for purchasing books on religious topics.

News Notes
TRIPOD
Three new appointments were made at an
editorial board meeting of the TRIPOD
Sunday, Charles Charuvastr, '75, was appointed business manager, replacing Jay
Mandt, '72. Emily Holcombe, '74, was appointed arts editor, replacing Cathy Harris,
'74. Harris will work with Holcombe as
assistant arts editor. Dick Schultz, '74, was
appointed photography editor, wroking with
Alex Trocker, '74.
In addition, Doug Sanderson was appointed assistant editor, working with
sports.

Evaluate

J.I
MM

A new program that allows students to
evaluate the performance of their teachers
has been developed by Educational Testing
Service (ETS).
Besides allowing students a chance to
express their views anonymously about
courses and, .teachers, it also gives instructors an objective way to monitor their
own performance and progress,
Called the Student Instructional Report
(SIR), the program is an effort to improve
instruction based on responses to an ETSdesigned questionnaire supplied to students
by the colleges themselves.
The questionnaire was developed by ETS
researchers with the aid of college faculty
members and students. It is composed of
questions about specific teaching practices
and more general topics including such
queries as:
—• Did the instructor encourage students
" to think for themselves?

— Were the course objectives made clear?
Dianne Weisgram, recently appointed to
— How much effort did students put into the English department at Trinity, will join
the course?
the discussion tomorrow morning.
— Were students informed of how they
would be evaluated?
The ETS questionnaire also includes
(CPS)
The National Gay Student
questions about a student's reasons for
taking the course and the grade he expects Center, set up by a mandate of the National
to receive. In addition, an instructor is free Student Association in August, 1971, has
to include questions of his own to learn more begun publishing a newsletter aimed at a
about factors unique to his particular class. national audience. The newsletter, called
The questionnaire results are reported for interCHANGE, will initially be published
each class as a group, not for individual every two months. The purpose of the
publication is to share information the
students.
More information about SIR may be Center has received from gay student and
obtained by contacting: Institutional community groups and individuals
Research Program for Higher Education, throughout the United States and Canada.
The first issue, which is published in a
Educational Testing Service, Princeton,
magazine format, has articles of interest to
New Jersey 08540.
both students and non-students, although
primary emphasis is on the college campus.
Twenty-two pages long, it contains articles,
news items about groups and events, and a
A two-day symposium on psychoanalytic resource section which lists such things as
•criticism of literature will begin tonight with films, brochures and legal consultants
,a talk by Murray M. Schwartz on "Literary which might be of use to gay women and
Criticism
. and
Contemporary men.
Psychoanalysis."
"The Gay Center is set up to be a
The symposium, sponsored by the clearinghouse for information for gay
departments of English and psychology, and people, particularly students," Steve
the Lecture Committee, will include a Werner, one of the Center's coordinators
discussion of Schwartz's talk tomorrow said. "interCHANGE is our attempt to share
from 10 a.m. to noon in Alumni Lounge. Sch- some of the vitality we find in the gay
wartz will speak at 8:00 p.m. in McCook movement in this country and Canada.
auditorium.
Things are changing so fast that often ideas
Schwartz is vice-chairman of the English and methods which have developed in one
department at State University of New York place aren't being communicated to people
at Buffalo. He is also director of their elsewhere who are encountering similar
literature and psychology graduate situations."
program.
.
The nfra;

Newsletter

Literature

about the activities of student and community groups, particularly project ideas
and resources which could be of use to
others. It is also looking for well-written
articles, poetry and graphics from both men
and women.
The newsletter depends upon voluntary
contributions for its continued existence, ^
say the Center's coordinators. It receives no
money from its parent organization, NoA.
and carries no advertising. It is suggestea
by the editors that readers donate $3 toioe
placed on the mailing list for six montns.
Sample copies of interCHANGE are
available free. Those who would like a copy
or who would like to be put on tne
newsletter's mailing list should write.
National Gay Student Center, 2115 B
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008.

Abortion
The Florida Supreme Court has declared
unconstitutional the state's entire abortion
statute, including a section prohibiting
publication of abortion information.
In October, 1971, Ron Sachs, editor of tne
University of Florida's student newspaper.
Alligator, was arrested for printing a list oi
abortion referral agencies.
,.
Charges against Sachs were dismissed in
December by Alachua County Felony Conn
by Judge Benjamin M. Tench.
_
In the final decision, the state supreme
court said, "In our opinion men of ordinao
intelligence must guess at the meaning
the words 'necessary to preserve the lite,"
such mothers,' and the statutes are so vague
as to violate the U.S. Constitutions i V

,.
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Massachusetts Gives McGovern Boost
By Ken Post
BOSTON-George McGovern win the
Some reporters are speculating that after woman who want to work." Second, described herself as "an average
Democratic nomination for President? Just today's primary Muskie will announce that reforming the tax structure and closing American" (her husband is a salesman)
7 weeks ago people said it was virtually he is returning to the Senate to address loopholes ("40% of all corporations didn't said she was supporting McGovern because
impossible. After Wisconsin just two weeks himself to the nation's problems there. Then pay a cent in taxes last year"). Third, a he "stands for the average man."
ago he was still being downplayed. But as he would hope to become a compromise comprehensive health-care program,
The head of a postal workers' union said
the Massachusetts and Pennsylvania candidate at a deadlocked Miami con- specifically the bill sponsored by Edward M. •he was supporting McGovern because he
primaries take place today the thought is vention.
Kennedy. Fourth, a minimum $150 a month was "the most humane man running".
being discussed quite seriously.
The McGovern staff would welcome the for elderly citizens. Fifth, the restoration of
Can McGovern obtain the support of the
McGovern will win today's Massachusetts opportunity to "go one-on-one" with Hum- confidence and trust in the national regular organization? McGovern's staff
primary handily. Muskie in effect conceded phrey according " to Ed Jussin, leadership.
says "the polls will come over" once they
the state to McGovern when he cancelled Massachusetts press secretary for
Results from Wisconsin and reaction in see that he has broad based support and that
scheduled appearances in the state for McGovern.
Massachusetts indicate that McGovern is he can win. They may be right.
Sunday after a Boston Globe Poll showed
Skeptics have insisted that McGovern doing quite well with the blue collar vote. At
Sunday night Sebastian Leone, Brooklyn
McGovern beating Muskie by a 2 to 1 can't win the nomination for three basic a Knights of Columbus breakfast Sunday borough president. and long-time regular
margin.
morning in Medford, Mass, a local political pro, came up to Boston from New
reasons.
The Globe poll gave McGovern 43%.
First, that he's a loser. Second, that he's a newspaper editor commented that York to endorse McGovern. Leone said,
If McGovern receives more than 50% of the one-issue candidate and appealing only to McGovern was beginning to get the "same "I'm here because I honestly believe that
vote today - and it's possible -- he will be the the left. Third, that the regular political pros type of blue collar support that Bobby George McGovern recognizes - as no other
first candidate to obtain a majority in a (the bosses if you will) would not support Kennedy used to get".
leader does-that America must stop
primary election this year.
him.
We asked a policeman standing outside bombing and start building... that the
McGovern has lost any "loser" image he the Knights of Columbus halTwhom he was' number one economic issue before the
The main reason for the turnabout has
been McGovern's ability to substantially once had. His win in Wisconsin and the voting for in the primary. He smiled ana American people today is jobs."
broaden his base of support. There is a expected big victory today in Massachusetts said McGovern. He said he "liked where
McGovern stands on the issues," and liked
sizable number of blue-collar workers who have accomplished that.
Pete Hamilf and Theodore White were
are dissatisfied with Nixon's policies and
McGovern has also lost his image as a his personality.
discussing the abortive Lindsay campaign.
McGovern has been second only to Wallace "one issue" candidate. Although the war in
Other people we questioned responded in a "The problem" according to Hamill "was
in appealing to this large segment of the .Vietnam remains his first issue, he has also similar manner. Invariably they cited that Lindsay thought that Florida was just
population.
hit home on other problems of the blue collar McGovern's "honesty and sincerity."
an extension of New York when in fact it wasAfter today's primaries McGovern will worker: First, jobs for "every man and One woman at the K of C breakfast who just an extension of Forest Hills."
lead in the all-important delegate race. He is
expected to have the votes of most of the 102
Massachusetts delegates for the first ballot
in Miami.
This leaves Edmund Sixtus Muskie in
serious trouble. Some say he's through.
Muskie decided after Wisconsin to concentrate on the Pennsylvania rather than
Michael Plummer, '70, was fired as in- college, W. Clyde Williams, and a dean. Association of University Professors voted
the Massachusetts primary because he structor at Miles College, Birmingham, They questioned him extensively, he to undertake a full investigation of the case.
didn't want to split his staff and resources - Alabama, on November 1 for "missing two reported, concerning his interest in
Plummer, who majored in religion at
believing he would be better off doing well classes, being late for another class, leaving curriculum improvement and black studies. Trinity, was active in the Trinity Coalition of
against Humphrey.
a faculty meeting without explanation, and He added that both the president and the Blacks. Jack C. Barthwell, '72, co-chairman
But it appears now that Muskie will trail absence from the campus without dean "stated their concern in these areas at of TCB, called Plummer's firing an act of
Humphrey, McGovern and conceivably authorization."
that time."
"blatant racism." He said that Plummer
Wallace in Pennsylvania.
Plummer had been teaching courses on
Although half the faculty signed a petition was "very active" in the black community
If Muskie does that poorly his money will Malcolm X and other black revolutionaries, supporting Plummer's right to a faculty and in attempting to establish a black
dry up because nobody is willing to back a and had begun researching black studies hearing, the administration held that the studies program at the college. .
. '.
programs to recommend establishment of case was closed.
loser.
An impressive McGovern win in such a program to the college adFinally a hearing was held, at which
Barthwell added that money and letters
Massachusetts coupled with a poor Muskie ministration.
Plummer was not permitted to testify. The could be sent to Plummer at the following
finish in Pennsylvania should virtually
Six days prior to his dismissal, Plummer decision against him was upheld.
address: 600 8th Avenue West, Birmingham,
eliminate Muskie from the primary trail. had a conference with the President of the In response to this decision the American Alabama 35204.

Graduate Fired As Teacher

Trinity College Expenses
(Editor's note:
The for
following
is the
the
*
College's
expenses
1970-71,
-W £\ff
allocations for 1971-72, and the budgetary
1 %M
requests and proposed budget for 1972-73.
-*- -* •
Last week, the TRIPOD printed the
revenues for the same periods. President
•
Lockwood will answer questions about the
budget at an open meeting Monday at 4:30.
••.
p.m. in Wean.Lounge.)
.
EXPENSES
E d u c a t i o n a l and G e n e r a l
General Administration
Student Services
Public Services & Information
General Institutional
Instruction
Library
Operation & Maint. of Educ. Plant
Student Aid
Fellowships & Prizes -a)
Tuition Remitted
State of Conn. Tuition Reimburse.
Other Educational Programs -b)
Graduate and Summer Programs
Athletics
.
Unemployment Compensation Tax
Total Educational and General
Auxiliary Enterprises .
Bookstore
Dining Hall
Dormitories
Houses (Rented)
Student Center
,
Total Auxiliary Enterprises

•',

<L
1972 - 1973 BUDGET
Departmental
Proposed
Requests
Budget
Dec. ' 7 1
Mar. '72

•.$ 226,351
423,608
301,486
301,683
2, 063,415
299,627
879,256
$ 4 495,426
680,325
10,031
6,200
17,000
10,530
320,148
65,898
4,911
$5 610,469

$ 254,800
474,000
358,500
333,500
2,199,000
315,000
944*900
$ 4,879,700
713,300
9,800
6,900
27,000
92,600
370,000
70,000
50,000
$6,219,300

272,425

157,900
315,000
77,750
50,000
$6 706,140

$ 268,400
492,500
397,000
390,000
2,305,000
335,000.
1,083,100
$ 5,271,000
668., 300
11,700
25,000
.199,100
310,000
75,500
45,000
$6,605,600

256,800
473,000
1 ,021,000
36,000
138,500
$1 ,925,300

256,800
473,000
960,200
26,300
138^500
$1,854,800

$

503,190
402,525
412,350
2 , 315,000
337,000
h 165,000
$ 5 , 407,490
668,300
11,700
18,000
-

•

'

Provision for Capital Improvements
Provision for Contingencies
TOTAL EXPENSES

?
C% / • ¥ C 6 C
TTft
"I
/ ]/.m / JT\ K l 1 £% CfS>%
™" • * - *
&
^v .
Actual
Adopted
Expenses
Budget
1970-71
1971-72

•

,

247,993
419,266
805,275
50,711
118,633
$1 ,641,878

245,000
426,000
897,000
18,000
1343 000
$1,720,000

52,000
59,455

»
18,000

$7 ,363,802

^7,957,300
•

( a - M o s t l y Endowed
(b-^ I n c l u d e s RPI & Rome Programs

-

-

$8 ,631,440

$8,460,400

i
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(Photo by David Gcllatly)

New York City

30,000 Protest Nixon's Escalation
Despite driving rain some 30,000
demonstrators turned up Saturday in New
York City to protest continued American
involvement in Indochina.
The demonstrators marched down Central Park West from 77th Street to a rally in
Bryant Park, which featured speakers such
as Daniel Ellsberg, David Dellinger, John
Kerry, Victor Gotbaum, Jim Bouton, and
John Lennon and Yoko Ono.
Smaller demonstrations were held in
other cities, including Los Angeles and San
Francisco.
The march, organized by the National
Peace Action Coalition, drew groups of
many political persuasions. Their only unity
came from their opposition to Nixon's
resumption of the bombing.
Stretching as long as twenty blocks, the
marchers proceeded 25 abreast down
Central Park West, through the heart ot
Manhatten's Times Square and then
through the mid-town business district to
Bryant Park, located behind the New York
Public Library.
Various speakers exhorted the crowd to
oppose the Administration's policy of
Vietnamization.
Daniel Ellsberg, the former defense
department consultant who leaked the
Pentagon Papers to the New York Times
last summer, spoke metaphorically of the
Vietnam situation.
Quoting from a song by Bob Dylan.
Ellsberg said "It's a hard rain's a gonna
fall," referring to U.S. bombs,
Ellsberg warned that a policy of "using
Asians to kill Asians" could not succeed.
"My Lai has become the official position of
the United States government," said David
Dellinger, one of the Chicago 7. He explained that the electronic weaponry that
the United States uses in Vietnam does nol
discriminate between a Vietcong guerrilla
and a child walking through a field.
Dellinger claimed that the only solution to
the problem would be for the United States
to pull out not only its troops but also all
military support for the ThieU-Ky Saigon
regime. "Out now," he cried, as the crowd
joined him in chanting the theme of the
demonstration.
John Kerry, leader of the Vietnam
Veterans Against the War and a candidate
for congress spoke of the need to continue
opposition to the war after the demon-

!,

. . ! • . '

•••*'•

stration ended. He said that the demonstrators already knew about the automated
battlefield and realized that the Saigon
regime is corrupt. What is heeded now, he
claimed, is support for an anti-war candidate. He commented that the anti-war
movement could not turn to Hubert Humphrey or Edmund Muskie for leadership
because "they had to lose an election before
they decided that the war is bad."
New York labor leader Victor Gotbaum
called for greater worker participation in
the peace movement and urged members of

his union, the Municipal Employees Union,
to participate in nation-wide demonstrations
planned for May 4.
Jim Bouton, the author and former
baseball player, called for an immediate
withdrawal of all U.S. forces from Indochina.
And, backed up by a group known as the
Rhinestones, John Lennon and Yoko Ono,
now residents of New York, performed their
song - a standard of the peace movement "All We Are Saying Is Give Peace A
Chance."

Prisons
On Sunday, April 30, there will be a
speak-out on prison conditions and other
related topics concerning the prisons at
Somers, Niantic, Danbury, Seyms Street,
and Cheshire. It will take place on the
lawn in front of the Capitol building at
2:00 p.m.
The rally is to support the 25
grievances of inmates at Somers prison
who are now holding a hunger strike.
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Anti-War Activities . .
from page 1

portance now because many senators and
congressmen are waivering on how to vote.
She noted that Senator George Aiken (RVt.) had voted against the resolution in
committee although he had usually sided
with Senate doves against the administration.
A major thrust of the group's effort will be
in trying to raise money for advertisements
in newspapers and on radio and television.
Plans have been advanced by several
students - among them Changez Sultan, '72,
and Richard Markovitz, '73, - to buy space
in a local paper and printing a statement
expressing a hope to end the war. The price
of the ad under their plans would be matched with a donation to charitable
organizations concerned with the welfare of
veterans or those killed in Vietnam and their
families.
In order to involve the community, the
group has set up three committees. One will
canvass the area, "providing information
about the recent escalation and the CaseChurch Amendment and suggesting effective channels through which concerned
voters can work in bringing about an end to
the war," according to a statement released
by the organizers.
Rebecca Adams, '74, said, however, that
the canvassing committee has only 7
members and would have to get additional
volunteers from area high schools.
A second committee will provide speakers
for various schools and organizations. Neil
Garston, instructor in economics, told sun- |
day night's audience that finding speakers
has not been as hard as finding groups to
speak to.
A third committee will seek out alumni,
and prominent people from the Hartford 1j
area, attemtping to get them to announce
their opposition to the war.
Finally, a committee has been organized
to try to organize a "caravan" of
delegations from various colleges to
Washington D.C. and talk to legislators. A
different college would go each day, according to this plan, and would try to include
administrators and trustees of the college as
well as faculty and students.
To keep the campus informed of its activities and up to date on news about the
war, the anti-war group has established a
bulletin board in the Mather Hall Lobby with

news clippings and other announcements.
President Lockwood has voiced his opposition to the recent escalation. In a letter
to Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird, dated
April 21, 1972, the President joined with
Arthur C. Banks, Jr., president of Greater
Hartford Community College and Archibald
M. Woodruff, president of the University of
Hartford, in condemning the resumed
bombing of North Vietnam.
"Even though Hanoi has made a grievous
mistake in launching another major ground
attack, we believe that this country only
prolongs the war and adds to the bloodshed
by bombing," they said.
They concluded, ". . .although we cannot
speak for our institutions, we personally
agree with those who seek through nonviolent and constructive emans to express
their deep concern."
Friday's actions had been approved at an
all-College meeting Thursday night, attended by approximately 450 students. The
group approved a resolution calling for

Trustees Defend
Decision

A group of faculty, students, and alumni of
Hartford Seminary have served a writ upon
"non-coercive strike in solidarity with the the Board of Trustees, seeking a temporary
activities of the National Student and permanent injunction to halt imAssociation" which had organized plementation of the Trustee's decision to
nationwide protests for that day.
limit the scope of the Seminary.
It is difficult to estimate the number of
The decision, made January 29, resulted
students involved in the strike. The eleven in a two-week student strike. The Trustees
workshops attracted an average of 50-60 voted to phase out existing degree grating
students and one was attended by more than programs, and to direct the institution's
120 students but many of the students seen at future educational efforts to guiding those
any workshop were seen at others. Class already in the ministry. In addition, a
attendance figures are not available. A program in Islamics leading to the M.A.
statement made by strike organizers for the and Ph.D. degrees would be offered.
Tufts-New England Coordinating ComThe contention of those opposing the
mittee stated that "Attendance at classes decision was that the deliberations of the
was ... fairly good."
Trustees were conducted in secrecy. The
More than 100 people attended a second writ charges that the faculty members were
meeting Friday night to discuss the plans not involved in the decision-making, in
proposed during the workshops.
violation of the regulations of the American
The third all-College meeting, held Association of University Professors, as
Sunday night, drew about 150 people. During well as the Seminary's own by-laws.
the meeting, a slide show, called "The
The writ further charges that the new
Automated Battlefield," was shown. It program would be inconsistent with the
detailed the electronic weaponry the U.S. object and purposes of the Seminary as
uses in Indochina.
stated in the charter.
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The President's Letter
April 21,1972
The Honorable Melvin Laird
Secretary of Defense
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. Secretary:
We address you as individuals gravely concerned with the
recent resumption of bombing in North Vietnam. We
cannot believe that this strategy is - appropriate to the
overwhelming desire for peace - for America's withdrawal, for a reasonable solution to the Prisoner of War
issue, and for a political settlement in Vietnam. Therefore,
we urge that you reconsider this resumption of a policy
which so demonstrably failed before. Even though Hanoi
has made a grievous mistake in launching another major
ground attack, we believe this country only prolongs the
war and adds to the bloodshed by bombing.
We endorse the efforts of those who feel that we must cease
our military engagement as quickly as possible; and,
although we cannot speak for our. institutions, we personally agree with those who seek through nonviolence and
constructive means to express their deep concern. We
refer explicitly to those students who wish to convey their
views to the government within noncoercive efforts consonant with their academic commitments. We hope that
you will give serious thought to their distress and that you
will recognize the deep concern which prompts us to write
this letter.
Sincerely yours,
Theodore D. Lockwood, president,
Trinity College
Arthur C. Banks, Jr., president,
Greater Hartford Community College
Archibald M. Woodruff, president,
University of Hartford

In the Workshops
Friday's activities featured a series of
workshops led by faculty members.
At 9:30 Friday morning, Michele Toomey,
assistant professor in psychology,
moderated as a group of about 60 students
and faculty proposed ways of influencing
government policy. Most of the proposals
which are now being organized were first
raised at this, meeting, entitled "Social
Influences and the War; How to Change
People's Minds." . ••' '
George Higgins, College counsellor,
discussed "The Social Psychological consequences of War-Making" in an hour long
meeting in the South Campus AB lounge.
Higgins said that the escalating violence of
the war has numbed the sensibilities of
many Americans. Americans are prepared
now to inflict a great deal of pain, he said.
Three workshops at 11 a.m. drew many
students. In a discussion of "U.S. Foreign
Policy After Vietnam," H. McKim Steele,
chairman of the Non-Western Studies
program, said the U.S. will never be able to
return to isolationism, as it is too big and too
wealthy a power.
Steele said that the reigning sentiment in ,
American society has been "Things-HaveTo-Get-Better." Therefore, Americans may
look for scapegoats for the failure of Vietnam, Steele told the 50 listeners. Another
possibility is that people will be fed up with
situations and policies that create Vietnams, he said. According to Steele these two
dominant sentiments will create a zig-zag
operation on the part of the politicians,
Norman Miller, chairman of. the sociology
department, discussed the logistics of a
student strike. Some of the 30 participants
asked if it would be a good idea to cancel
classes for the rest of the semester. Miller
said, however, that students could not get
approval for such a course from the faculty
at this time because they want to maintain
tight standards. Other students noted that
such a course of action would be
hypocritical since workers cannot take time
out for such activities.
Thomas A. Reilly, lecturer in political
science, answered questions concerning

voter reactions to student strikes. Reilly
contended that student strikes have been
influential in American politics, although
they have not always been able to define
policy. He noted that former-President
Johnson was turned out of office largely on
the basis of student opposition and that
President Nixon timed his first major
Vietnam withdrawals to coincide with the
November 1969 mobilization against the war
in Washington D.C.
During his talk on "Political Action in
Hartford" Ivan Backer, director of community affairs, and Ron Cretaro, '71, talked
about various tactics for influencing
policies. Backer proposed that students '
become involved in electoral politics.
Cretaro, however, advocated protest actions
against companies involved in war
production. Both men suggested investigation of the College's portfolio
because it owns stock in several large
military contractors.
Robert Oxnam, assistant professor of
history, and J. Ronald Spencer, dean of
community life, led a group of more than 120
in a discussion of U.S. policy on Vietnam,
Oxnam said he saw two possibilities for
future Vietnam policy: one would be to
move for total victory through a massive
commitment of bombers and a possible use
of nuclear weapons, and the other would be
a complete withdrawal of all U.S. forces and
support for South Vietnam.
Oxnam claimed that the United States has
proceeded from racist premises in
assuming that the bombing of North Vietnam would weaken their determination to
fight. He noted that the British had
withstood German bombers and that,
therefore, it would be racist to assume that
an Asian people could not do so too.
Other workshops included discussions
entitled, "Why the Bombing and What to
Do?" led by Neil Garston, instructor in
economics, "Political Protest and
Religion," led by Father David Lonergan,
advisor to the Newman Club, and "Poetry
and War," led by Hugh Ogden, assistant
professor of English.
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Study Shows Industrial Pollution
(CPS) Investor-owned electric utilities
are well known to readers of national
newsmagazines, due to their habit of taking
out full-page advertising spreads showing
clean-running streams and clear blue skies
as a way of showing their concern for the
environment.
But the Council on Economic Priorities
has proved that their concern is limited to
the news media.
The New York based non-profit research
organization revealed last Sunday (April 16)
that 15 of the leading investor-owned
electric utilities in the U.S. are lagging
badly in controlling pollution and in
researching cleaner methods of generating
power.
In a 550-page report titled "The Price of
Power," the Council noted that these
companies spent less than a fraction of one
per cent of their revenues on pollution
control research in 1970 while spending six
times as much $$126.9 million) on advertising and sales promotion.

The report, co-authored by Council af- plants in six states has adequate soot confiliates Charles Komanoff, Holly Miller and trol," the study reveals.
The clea'nest records, according to the
Sandy Noyes, provides a comprehensive
company-by-company analysis of en- report, are held by Pacific Gas & Electric,
vironmental records and achievements Southern California Edison, Houston
including investigations of 129 generating Lighting & Power and Oklahoma Gas &
plants. It reveals that all but eight of the 58 Electric. These records are misleading,
plants burning the dirtiest fuel~coal~are however, because the first two companies
failing to implement successfully "a 20- operate in California which has stringent
year-old technology which would clean up anti-pollution laws and the second two are in
heavy natural gas producing states. When .
over 98 per cent of soot emissions."
natural gas produpes negligible
The Southern Company was identified burned,
particularate
sulfur emissions. Thur the
along with American Electric Power and only problem and
have to contend with is
Commonwealth Edison of Chicago as having Nitrous Oxide they
emissions,
the worst pollution control efforts. Com- to photochemical smog. which contribute
pany's capacity is poorly controlled for soot
Four nuclear plants were included in the
emissions as well as emissionsof sulfur
dioxide gases. The company was also the top study, and all of them complied with Atomic
spender among the 15 utilities studied for Energy Commission established guidelines.
advertising and sales promotions. The However, none comply with guidelines
company invested $20.5 million in this area proposed by the AEC in 1971. And Pacific
in 1970, compared with a research and Gas & Electric's Humboldt Bay nuclear
plant would exceed the proposed standards
development effort of only $2.2 million.
"Not one of American Electric Power's 17 by 3,000 per cent in one of four proposed

Task Force WarnsOf
Critical Job Shortage
Declaring that appropriate job opportunities "have been withering away "
the report states that in 1971, for example,
the increase in the number of male whitecollar workers was less than one-fourth as
large as in each of the preceding five years
Between 1970 and 1971, the report states, the
number of male employees in professionaltechnical occupations actually decreased by
100,000. It said surveys of employment offers to prospective college graduates
"underscore the. shrinking job opportunities."
The report states that the unemployment
rate for 20-to 24-year-old white males rose
from 4.2 percent in 1968 to 9.7 percent in
1971. For nonwhites the situation was even
worse-an increase from 6,6 percent to 16 3
percent.
In urging the creation of more jobs in
public education, the task force said there
was a drop of an-estimated 15,700 positions
for beginning teachers between 1970 and
1971, whereas NEA estimates that 565 000
additional teaching positions are needed "to

?4 i •
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Public Act #261. AN ACT CONCERNING PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION BETWEEN A TEACHER AND A STUDENT.
"Section 2. Any such professional employee shall not be required to
disclose any information acquired through a profssional communication with a student, which when such information concerns
alcohol and drug abuse or any alcoholic and drug problem of such
student....Section 3. Any such professional employee who, in good
faith, discloses or does not disclose, such professional communication shall be immune from any liability, civil or criminal,
which might otherwise be incurred or imposed...."
Public Act #858. AN ACT RELATING TO ENCOURAGING PERSONS TO SEEK TREATMENT FOR DRUG DEPENDENCE.
"Section 5 Any municipal health department, state institution or
facility, or public or private hospital or clinic, may provide treatment for venereal disease (or for addiction to or the effects of a
controlled drug, as defined in Section 19-443) for a minor, if such
facility is qualified to provide such treatment. The consent of the
parents or guardian of such minor shall not be a prerequisite to such
treatment. The physician in charge or other appropriate authority of
the facility concerned shall prescribe an appropriate course of
treatment for such minor, (formerly PA #24 of 1969)

provide quality education programs for all
children." The report urges that additional
teaching positions are needed to reduce
maximum class sizes, provide special
education services to students needing but
not now receiving them, establish kindergarten and nursery school education for
all children in that age group, and enlarge
the scope of school offerings. More supportive personnel also are recommended in
such areas as school libraries, guidance,
and psychological, health, and social services.
The report warns that unless action is
taken, "the possibility of achieving our
national goals will continue to elude our
grasp, and the quality of life and work will
deteriorate for large number of citizens who
will become either dissatisfied with the jobs
for which they are overly qualified or
demoralized as the result of having to accept a series of 'make-work' jobs created to
reduce unemployment among those who
have been displaced by overly qualified
college graduates."

LEARN TO FLY WITH US!
Making Summer Plans?

Edward W. Sloan, associate professor of history, will offer an Intensive Study
Program for twelve students at Mystic Seaport on "The American S
L E?
pcnence." The program is "designed to provide a concentrLdTd thorough ^exposure
to aspecific area of investigation" and will be of fered spring semester 1973
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The program will examine "various social, economic, political, and
aspects of/menca.s r e l a t i o n to t h e s e a f r o m t h e e a r l ; J e v w ^ f t c
mdependent stud
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Students will be in residence at the Seaport from January to May
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Want to Learn to Fly?

WHY NOT AN AVIATION SUMMER?

' A t l S l 0 A m e n c a n Literature of the Sea; and Independent

S I ; " ^ ^

The companies investigated, other than
those already mentioned, include1
Baltimore Gas & Electric, Central Maine
Power, Consolidated Edison (N.Y.), Florida
Power and Light, Iowa Power & Light
Northern States Power (Minneapolis)'
Portland General Electric, and Virginia
Electric Power.
"The Price of Power" estimates it would
cost from $1.3 to $2.2 billion to install "stateof-the-art" pollution controls at the ofending
plants.

For Your Information . . •

Sea Study

Projects.

waste categories.
The report also reveals that 57 ner ^
(34.8 billion gallons per day) / L g
water used at the 15 utilities
"^
unhs
The report also reveals that 57 per cent
(34.8 billion gallons'per day) of cooS
water used at the 15, utilities plants I
discharged "with insufficient therm
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Here's a full-time program for 2 months to become a licensed
private pilot. Comprehensive training. Exceeds FAA minimums.
Living and ground school at Keene State College. A delightful
location in the heart of vacation land. Serious stuff. Challenging. Rewarding. Fun. Less expensive than you think! It may be
for YOU! Write us for details.

SUI¥Si¥IO? WINGS
Old Terminal Building
Keene Airport, Keene NH 03431

Long Walk
Blooms
With Spring

History
The Department of History announces the
following prizes for essays judged by the
Department to be of distinguished quality.
FERGUSON PRIZES IN HISTORY - First
Prize, $180, Second Prize, $120.
Students in all classes are eligible to apply
for this prize. Essays of at least 15 pages
must be submitted by April 20. Essays
written independently or for courses and
seminars are eligible for consideration.
GEORGE J. MEAD PRIZE IN HISTORY $50.
Only freshmen are eligible to compete for
this prize. Any paper on a historical subject
written in a history course is eligible for
consideration. Papers must be at least 10
pages in length.
D.G. BRINTON THOMPSON PRIZE IN
HISTORY - $50.
Open to all classes. The award is to a
paper considered by the Department to be
an excellent one in the field of, American
history.
MILES A. TUTTLE PRIZE - $300.
Competition for this prize is open to
members of the senior class only.-It will be
awarded for papers and theses written independently or in a course or seminar. The
prize will be awarded to the student whose
paper is judged to be the best in any field of
history. Papers should be at least 15 pages in
length.
ALL ENTRIES MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
MARY CAROL HARRISON IN SEABURY
23 BY NOON ON THURSDAY, APRIL 20,
1972.

Community Renewal Team
76 Pliny St. 278-9950, ext. 454
Emergency Information

Help, Inc.
56 Union Place 278-4920
Roots, Inc.
109 Allyn St. 525-1131
Burgdorf Health Center
80 Coventry St. 566-6380

Any Type of Problem:
Info Line: 521-7150

MANHATTANVILLE COLLEGE

Advice, Counseling, and Referral:
Capitol Region Drug Info Center
179 Allyn St. Suite 403, 547-1300

Undergraduate and Graduate Courses for Men and Women
THREE SUMMER
SESSIONS
Session /.- June 12~July 28 (Seven Weeks)
Undergraduate session and selected education courses
Session II: June 26-Ju/y 2 8 (Five Weeks)
Workshops and courses lor graduates and undergraduates
Session III: July 31 -August 31 (Five Weeks)
Worfesfiops and courses for graduates and undergraduates
ARTS, MUSIC, SCIENCES, HUMANITIES Day and evening courses open to
degree, non-degree, and qualified high school students. • Teacher
certification courses • Interdisciplinary master's program • Master's in
Teaching program •Air-conditioned classrooms • Residential and recreational facilities • Cultural activities—concerts, plays, lectures, films.

For 1972 Summer brochure write:
Director of Admissions, Manhattanville College /

Purchase, New York 10577 /

(914) WHite Plains 6-9600

DITTO
2 Holcomb St. 566-5155
: '.'•

Drug Abuse Information:
Hartford Drug Line: 243-2503 Confidential
Poison Information Center: 566-3456
Medical Treatment:
Hartford Hospital, 40 Seymour St., 524-3011 or 524-2525
St. Francis Hospital, Woodland & Collins St., 249-8281 or
McCook Hospital, 2 Holcomb St., 243-2531
278-9775
Mt. Sinai Hospital, 500 Blue Hills Ave., 243-1441

i
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'Sticks and Stones'
Takes Look at Life
By Tom Regnier
David Rabe's most recent play, Sticks and happening to less-than-human beings. His
Bones, is a study of the causes of the Viet- family, on the other hand, has achieved
nam War, It does not, however, search for almost complete de-sensitization. Safely
these causes in the activities of deceitful hidden away in their comfortable home with
politicians, as one might expect, but in the its television set, soft chairs, and green
empty routine of American family life. The carpeting, they have no need to worry about
American way of life, Rabe seems to say, is such things. Everything except the artificial
odds a nd ends of their daily life is just too far
as much to blame as any of our leaders.
The play concerns David, a young soldier out of their range of vision to interest them;
who returns home from this war after having the war is probably just another TV
lost is eyesight. His experiences in Vietnam program to them. In their isolation and in
have made it impossible for him to relate to their inability to communicate with each
everyday existence in suburbia. He finds his other, they have lost the ability to emhome, which he calls a coffin, meaningless pathize with anyone who is different from
and sterile; and he is unable to make his themselves. These, Mr. Rabe says, are the
parents, Ozzie and Harriet, or his brother people responsible for the Vietnam War-the
Rick, understand the different attitude ones who sit by and let it happen because it
- toward life that he has learned from Viet- does not seem to be any of their concern.
nam, David says that he had had a VietSticks and Bones first opened at Joseph
namese mistress but did not bring her home Papp's Public Theater in New York. It has
with him because he did not think his since moved to the Golden Theatre on
parents or society would accept her. He is Broadway in hopes of reaching larger
apparently right about this, for his parents audiences. If it is successful, it may show
are at first almost more upset about David's that American audiences are willing to
having slept with a Vietnamese girl than support theater which is highly relevant and
they are about his loss of his eyes. Harriet which obliges them to take a good, hard look
says that those yellow people are dirty, that at themselves.
they have diseases, that they eat the flesh of
dogs. But she makes a half-hearted effort to
excuse David by saying that it was understandable since there were no white girls
around. In reply to this David says of the
Vietnamese that their skin is the color of the
earth; it is only whiteness, like snow, that
kills,
David becomes very morose and spends
most of his time in his room. His family tries By Glenn Gustafson
to get him interested in what they consider
to be real life- eating fudge, watching sports . Probably more than anyone I'm sorry that
on their color TV, listening to Ricky play his the Portable Circus Sunday night was not
electric guitar. But David prefers to stay funny. They were slick, nicely paced,
away from them, thinking about the Viet- audible (a major miracle in the chasm of the
namese girl. Ozzie soon becomes disturbed Washington Room) but just not funny, I
about David's behavior, aware that it is a think, because they didn't have to be.
subtle challenge to the way of life to which
One of the funniest evenings I've ever
he is accustomed. He suspects his son of spent was in the cramped, close quarters of
having brought home bombs and other the Old Cave leaning out of my seat to see
weapons in his suitcases, and in an almost people performing ten feet away, sliding
hysterical fit, he calls the police to come and chairs in the dark, and doing a firecracker
investigate him. At last the family priest is succession of short, sculptured skits until
summoned to see if he can do anything to my body had to find a different way to laugh.
bring David out of his depression. Armed It was a warm, round evening of humor and
with his copy of Psychology Today, the Chip Keyes was in large part responsible.
priest goes up to David's room and Chip Keyes had about as many characters in
reprimands him for being so childish and him as there are peace buttons and if you
self-centered. He says that sexual ac- talked to him for more than ten seconds he
ceptance of an alien race means a rejection would go into one. It wasn't that he was
of one's own race. David chases the priest greedy for the center of attention (he stuffs
away by beating him with his cane.
his hands into his pockets and practically
Although Ozzie is still bothered by David's paws his feet if you tell him you enjoyed the
reclusiveness, Harriet and Rick soon get show). It's like he was more curious to find
used to it. After all, they would not want out what a German soldier would say in that
anything to disturb their happy home life. situation than what Chip Keyes would say.
Ozzie, who has had to defend his values As a matter of fact, his German soldier was
because of David's behavior, goes to a as well known on this campus as Maude
printer and has him make up copies of a list Frickert used to be when Jonathan Winters
of every possession Ozzie owns. He can then had his own show on T.V. To Chip's credit,
give these out to people so that they can people were getting laughs doing imitations
know exactly who he is. Finally, David's of him doing one of his characters.
presence just becomes too much of a drag
What should have happened happened:
and Rick, cheerfully offering him a razor, Chip Keyes got famous. At Trinity the
suggests that he cut his wrists. Harriet, Circus went through a number of personnel
always eager to wait on people, runs to get a changes, packing the house and upping
bowl for David so that his blood will not drip prices at performances, and last spring they
all over the carpet. David complies with gave a polished, if somewhat familiar show
their wishes, and the play ends in a burst of at the Hartford Stage Company. Then they
family togetherness-David bleeding to pulled the lever and hit the proverbial jackdeath while his parents and brother seem to pot under the wing of manager George
glow with satisfaction.
Sherman and struck off for New York.
Sticks and Bones is an effective piece of They're professional now, they get their
theater because of the integrity of its vision pictures on their posters.
and the poetry of its expression. Although
After all this I can't help but be disapthe setting is realistic, much of the dialogue pointed in their return engagement. Sunleans toward poetic prose in'its use of day's routines came under the roof of
imagery. The play uses such expressionistic television satire, a dangerous subject these
devices as having David's Vietnamese girl days in its overuse on the comedy circuits of
appear in his bedroom, although she is not Firesign Theater and the Conception Corseen by the other characters. Tom Aldredge poration. The few classic Circus bits present
give,s a restrained intensity to the role of hurt under the strain of crawling under that
Ozzle( making him the most ambivalent and r o o f . , , : '". , • „ '. . • ': ; ' . • . . ..'
interesting character of the play. Elizabeth . "But, Mrs. Johnson, oh, that breath"—
Wilson,, as Harriet, saves her character • where the hardcore.salesmen step out of the
from stereotype by giving her a certain tube and ring around the housewife—was
amount of genuine compassion to go along pretty much intact, as was the "Soldier
with her typically American qualities, Drew Boy" choreography. The spot where Chip
Snyder could give a bit more depth to the blows up a balloon in the shape of Mark
role of David; perhaps a certain amount of Williams and is himself deflated became
pity for his family would make him seem a unaccountably a- Esycho-toy commercial.
little less self-righteous. Cliff DeYoung
It's interesting to pinpoint exactly where
makes Ricky appropriately bubbly, in- along
the line of development a sketch goes
sensitive, and obnoxious.
dry on humor; what elements can you
Mr. Rabe's point comes across most rearrange or subordinate in a situation to
convincingly. After David has lived without make it work under other circumstances?
all the gadgetry of modern America, after Just where does the thin ice begin?
he has lived in a jungle and seen people who
Situation: a guy and a girl both unsure of
must live off the land being brutalized by a themselves are parked on a date. In comes
mechanized and inhuman war, he can no the Devil to direct them in the way of the
longer lull himself into the belief that the flesh. An Angel enters with orders to do the
war is something remote and alien which is opposite. Now change the location to a living

Jesters
Ann Convery 74 will perform in the
Jesters production of Tennessee
Williams' "This Property is Condemned", directed by Len Cowan, this
Wednesday at 4:15 in the Goodwin
Theatre. The troupe will also present
Murray Schisgal's "Fragments", under
the direction of Kevin O'Malley. Admission will be free. Photograph by
Richard Woodward.

Where Does The Thin Ice Begin?
room in the glow of a color T.V., as they did
Sunday, and ennui prevails. The same went
for the Hershey/Mr. Goodbar skit, a former
favorite of mine. Transplanting the vending
machine into a commercial in the making
provided an excuse for the scene's inclusion
in the program but the comedy of it trickled
out during the operation.
One of the saddest things I know is to
watch a comedy group that is playing to a
silent house try to lift itself into something
the audience will laugh at. Although the
Portable Circus wasn't knocking them
down, as they say, they weren't a total bomb
either. They served up a cutting parody of
Dr. Joyce Brothers (Dr. Cousins) and the
mock Sesame Street letters displayed an
inventiveness in staging. There were a few
good lines, moments of genuine humor;
even the law of probability allows for that.
They had a professional gleam to them:
timing was tight, gestures were clear (if
somewhat ineffective), and the performers
knew how to support each other. The lightng
system of the Washington Room being more
conducive to high school pageants, the
blackouts were awkwardly slow, coming in
three parts and, near the end, they were the

funniest parts of the skits.
What should the Portable Circus do to
regain their reputation of old? I think they
should start improvising again, start
climbing out on a limb with the characters.
They certainly have the talent, to use that
professional marketing term. Improvisation
won't guarantee a steady flow of laughs but
the laughter that does come (certainly not
with less frequency than with Sunday's
show) will jump from an excitement that
we'll never see quite that expression on
Steve Charleston's face or hear Jeff Lippa
say that line in the same way again. When
the performers don't know what's coming
next, that's where my interest begins.
Professionally I think this could work. The
Proposition in Boston puts on a very funny,
totally improvised show every night. The
Circus is capable of similar miracles if Chip
Keyes uses what he has.
I have no doubt that whatever they do the
Portable Circus will enjoy a long run of
bookings. Comedy, as advertised, is always
in demand. I can't quite square that,
though, with the feeling that the $1.50 admission would have been better spent three
years ago.

Glazer Students Perform Well
By Danny Freelander
Student participation in music has made Sonatina, performed from memory. The
an upswing this year. There are over 60 Finale movement, with its contrasting
students taking weekly lessons with rhythms and dynamics, and the silence in
teachers here or at Hartt College of Music. the theme fragment, were most effective.
The first fruits of this crop were presented
Joann Minsky performed the Bach Fugue
last week, and the results were impressive. in C minor from "The Well-Tempered
"A Concert by Piano Students of Gilda Clavier," and the Sonata in E Major py
ist
Glazer": was originally scheduled to begin at Beethoven. Ms. Minsky is a strong pia" '
very
consistent
and
accurate
in
her
use
oi
8:15 in Garmany Hall last Thursday. But
from the beginning, non-musical problems, rhythm, yet sometimes blunt in her inhurt almost every aspect of this recital, The terpretation. She approached the Bach witn
piano tuned that afternoon, and many keys a secure, cool presence, and handled it
that were sticking. After some confusion, intricacies well. The Beethoven came on
•
Dr. Barber arranged to have the concert with equal candor,
Last was Andrea McCrady, who perdownstairs in the Art Center. The dramatic
lighting (fluorescent) and luxurious setting formed Bach's Prelude, from English Suite
and the Sonata in A minor by Schubert.
(classroom desks) added much to the at- #4
1
ThelinesandrhythmicalpatternsoftheBd
.
mosphere of the program.
Melissa Maier, first on the program, Prelude came through precisely,, yei
played Three-Part Invention No. 3 in D smoothly. Ms. McCrady's overuse of tne
Major by J.S. Bach. This piece was crisply pedals, crescendo, and decrescendo, implied that she identified this piece with some
attacked and well executed.
Next Barbara EUinghaus offered three period other than Baroque. She is better
pieces, which became progressively better suited to Schubert's romantic style, i»
as she gained stage presence. In the Mozart dynamic contrast between soft jnelody anu
and Chopin pieces, Ms. EUinghaus often lost • bass line. Ms, McCrady had by far the most
her place and became flustered. At one point mature stage presence of Thursaay.
her page turner advanced the pages in- evening's performers. Even when sne
correctly and the two of them argued about fumbled in the Schubert piece, sne
recovered quickly without panic.
who had been wrong.
ftup
Thanks arklue to Mrs. Gilda Glazer of tne
If one ignores these problems, Barbara
EUinghaus' performance was not really Hartt College F&culty for her outgoing ettort
bad. She displayed her talents in the Bartok on behalf of her students.
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'Sttiiwdogst H^eals Ihriii^
Instincts Within^ Every Man

ism.

By Chris Sehrlng

Cartoonist Charles Schulz, creator of
"Peanuts," who is Doug Cooper's guest
on Thursday evening at 7 p.m. on WRTC
FM. There will also be a repeat of an
earlier interview with Salvador Dali.
photo courtesy The Hartford Times.

Ever since THE WILD BUNCH spattered
its way in great clouts of blood across
motion picture screens several years ago,
director Sam Peckinpah has earned a
reputation as one of the masters of
displaying violence in the cinema. His more
recent effort, STRAWDOGS, which appeared at Cinestudio last weekend, surpassed even THE WILD BUNCH for sheer,
unadulterated violence, but it also demonstrated the skill of Pickinpah as a film
craftsman who is able to grab his audience
by the scruff of its neck, thrust it through a
brutally engrossing situation, and achieve a
catharsis through violence by the end of the
movie. STRAWDOGS, despite its grim plot,
is an excellent example of the power of a
capable director such as Peckinpah.
Briefly, STRAWDOGS' rather complicated plot is about a young American
mathematician (Dustin Hoffman) and his
wife, who have come to live in a Cornish
village. Regarded as a strange, timid man
by the townspeople, the mathematician is
teased and tormented by the town bullies
who, by the end of the film, try to break
inside his isolated cottage and kill him, his
wife, and a village idiot whom the
mathematician is trying to protect. Having
been pushed so far and now finding his and
his wife's life at stake, he desperately fights
back against his bigger attackers, tossing

'Scout' Wanders Through
Long and Loud Concert
By John Speziale
weaknesses of the others cause me to
wonder if, in fact, the drummer is the leader
and the rest are following the dictates of his
mood.
A fifth member of the group plays sax and
harmonica and shares the vocal spotlight
with the guitarist. His vocal talents are not
strong, but his free-flowing sax style and his
blues harp-playing are commendable. One
question: why doesn't he play more than two
or three minutes in each fifteen minute
song?
Technically speaking, the band is well
Scout is a five-man band, and its members balanced instrumentally, but too loud,
vary widely in musical ability and ver- making the vocals indiscernable. Also, the
satility. The organ player has a never-stop numbers are too long. An occasional song of
syle - but classical/jazz type riffs flow in considerable length (like "Living in the
and out of the arrangements and give real U.S.A.," which they played) is certainly
movement to all of the songs. Unfortunately, admissible. But when every song begins to
it is hard to tell whether the discordant take on "epic" proportions it is time for a
sounds he makes are deliberate attempts to band to re-examine its repertoire with
add jazz-like sophistication to the music, or consideration for its audience.
merely bad mistakes due to incompetence.
Between-song chatter on Friday night was
The bass player is fine when performing nervous, embarrassed, and spoken to and
straight back-up, but his attempts at im- amongst themselves. It seemed inspired by
provisation are not very exciting. He is slow, the fact that there were few people in the
and besides, he plays through a ripped audience; it took the guise of humor, but
speaker whose rasping adds nothing to his there was disappointment all through it. The
sound. The lead guitarist's main function guitarist did come up with a few funny lines
seems to be to play straight chords in order though. He's rather insulting - somewhat of
to keep the rhythm going and keep the songs a wise-ass. But I like impudence in a rock
anchored to some discernable pattern.
band. Too bad he didn't have the music to
Scout's drummer is rather loud; but ap- back it up.
I called Scout a "jazz-rock" group. But
pears to be the most competent - or, at
least, the most consistently competent making such a statement is, perhaps, being
musician of the group. If the intricate unfair to the words "jazz" and "rock,"
patterns of Scout's songs are memorized, which I hold in high esteem. Scout's inthen he has a fabulous memory. If they are consistency really makes them indefinable.
completely improvisational, then he has a They do have potential, though, and some
wonderful feeling for the musical ideas of strong points. They really could be some
his fellow musicians. He is always right kind of band if they try to tighten things up a
there when the mood changes. In fact, the bit.
A jazz-rock group, Scout, played before a
rather meagre audience in the Washington
Room on Friday night. Their style is
reminiscent of no one I have ever heard,
although they play Steve Miller songs. Their
appearance is equally as arbitrary,
although the lead guitarist does a nice
imitation of Hendrix -- complete with
headband, smug face, and sidelong glances
at the audience and at his guitar. I should
add that this imitation is only visual, not
musical.

boiling lye into their faces, beating one
already dead attacker again and again with
a poker, and throwing a huge bear trap
about another's neck. The civilized exterior
of the mathematician has disappeared in the
heat of battle as the primitive and savage
instincts that lie within every man emerge.
He successfully destroys his adversaries.
He has defended his home against overwhelming odds, has protected and kept his
wife, and has proved to himself his own
abilities in facing the real problems of the
world.
Violence is not a new fad in the cinema; it
has always been with us. But before the
nineteen sixties, violence had been
suggested by skillful and imaginative
camera work and by allowing the viewer to
use his imagination. Such moments as in the
Johnny Weismuller "Tarzan" films when
the natives would tie the legs of captured
explorers to bent trees and then cut the rope,
tearing the man completely in half, or in
gangster films such as WHITE HEAT, when
James Cagney thrusts a blow torch into a
man's face, are examples of violence in old
films. While the results of such violent acts
were not shown on the screen, the viewer
was able to see every grissly detail in his
• mind - a far more effective way of conveying
11 violence to the audience than having the
camera zoom in upon a bleeding, mangled
foot, or a body being literally blown to pieces
from a shotgun blast. But what really
amazed and shocked me, much more than
the violence upon the screen, were the
reactions of the audience to the horrible
ways that the villains of STRAWDOGS met
their end. People were applauding and
laughing as they watched the "bad guys"
meet their "just" reward at the hands of
Hoffman - I myself felt a sense of grim
satisfaction as he had his revenge.
American viewers have reacted this way to
films before. The World War II propaganda
films that Hollywood produced in which
Errol Flynn or John Wayne would riddle a
"dirty Jap" or "Kraut" with bullets (GOD
IS MY CO-PILOT is an excellent example)
incited movie audiences to cheer. I am a
firm believer in the theory that the film
reflects society, but is this a normal and
healthy society that we live in, where violent
and hideous death (no matter how "bad" or
evil the victim is) is met by applause and
laughter? It is at moments like these that I
seriously begin to wonder where films, and

we as a society, are heading. . .
Cinestudio is closing out this year's season
with an excellent selection of films which
offer something for everyone. This
weekend, Walt Disney's FANTASIA
returns. A cartoon masterpiece which,
despite the criticism leveled at it that as a
film it was "too long for the short hairs and
too short for the long", was a truly ambitious and still fairly successful effort that
is well worth anyone's time who has not seen
it before. DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER and
the Academy Award's 'Best Picture of the
Year' - THE FRENCH CONNECTION - are
also scheduled and offer a solid entertainment break from school drudgeries.
Cinestudio shows films that would normally
cost $2.75 a ticket for one feature at the low
price of $1.50 for two films. It is truly the
best bargain on campus, and a good way to
spend an evening.

Museum Shows
Segal Sculpture
"Trapeze", a larger than life size plaster
sculpture by the American artist George
Segal will be temporarily on view in the
Main Street lobby of the Wadsworth
Atheneum.
The 72 inch, 70 pound figure of a man,
completed in 1971, is suspended on a metal
and rope trapeze from the 38 foot ceiling of
the museum's Wadsworth Building, Like
other sculpture by Segal, "Trapeze" depicts
a human figure in a true-to-life situation.
Segal is noted for his plaster casts
representing the physiological dimensions
of life. The theme for his works has been
described as expressive of "the utter
banality of their situation". According to
Atheneum Chief Curator, Peter 0. Marlow,
"The trapeze piece, however, adds an expressive elegance of form and motion to the
anonymity of the figure."
Born in 1924 in New York, the artist
received his bachelor's degree in art
education at New York University and
master's degree at Rutgers University. His
works are owned by museums in the United
States, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France
and England. He has presented one-man
exhibitions at the Janis Gallery in New
York, the Museum of Contemporary Art in
Chicago and the Galerie Speyer in Paris.

Schaeffer Uses High Contrast
By Cathy Harris
Willie Schaeffer's photography exhibit
displays the work of a versatile artist with a
good eye for light and texture and with a fine
sense of timing and composition. His work is
candid and immediate, with often interesting points of view that can create a
new awareness of sensual detail for the
viewer. The exhibit, which is hung in the
entry way of the Austin Arts Center, includes a number of landscapes and pictures
of people, as well as studies of nudes and
children, and several self-portraits.
Schaeffer's feel for textures and surfaces
gives his photography its tactile immediacy.
His study of a nude girl in the woods, for
example, contrasts her smooth white flesh
to the roughness of the ground and to the
darkness of shadows. In one indoor nude
study, a girl almost lost in shadow is wrapped in shiny cellophane that reflects glints of
light from above. The contrast between the
smooth unlit skin and the wrinkled, light-

splashed cover is striking. In the landscapes, too, he catches the textures and
surfaces of the outdoors: mist on a pond,
foamy surf on a sandy shore, weathered
wood of a New England barn, shallow rippling water over the rocky bottom of a
stream. In general, Schaeffer uses sharp
contrasts between dark and light to bring
out the tactile quality of what he shoots. Few
chromatic or gray pictures appear in the
exhibit.
Schaeffer's "candid camera" catches
many sidewalk and public people in various
states of concentration and mood. There is a
certain fascination with blacks and
children. The studies of a small blond girl
are especially eye-catching. She seems to
have no inhibition about toe camera, and
, her frank, cool, sometimes flirtatious,
sometimes challenging stare is almost
disturbing. She is a wild child, a nymph,
almost a seductress. Go see her. Go see the
, whole exhibition. It is a fine show of talent.

Daily classes for

The Hartford Conservatory

intermediate and advanced students

summer dance workshop
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Six weeks of summer study
June 26 to AUGUST 4,1972
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Working It Out
President Nixon's campaign fora second term of
office not because we dislike him, but because
we oppose the principles he upholds, the issues
on which his political career is based.
The 60's protest movement was obsessed with
one goal: to get rid of Johnson. He appeared at
that time to be the root of all evil, and any successor, it seemed, would be preferable. Of
course, there were also those who just didn't
care. The upshot was one million votes that were
cast for comedian Pat Paulsen, while Nixon was
elected with fewer than half the total votes cast.
It is absolutely crucial that the collective vote
is recognized this November for what it is: the
most powerful weapon of protest, as well as the
greatest force for change, that we possess.

The large turnout at the all-College meetings
last week, and participation in the activities that
have continued since then, indicate that,students
are concerned with the continuing U.S. involvement in Southeast Asia.
College campuses are not silent because
students are apathetic, as certain media are fond
to suggest. Rather, students are confronting a
serious dilemma: what sort of action will be
truly effective for ending this war?
There is a tremendous unsurety about the
efficacy of demonstrations, rallies, and strikes.
Students are not afraid of or disinterested in
protest, but question whether such protest
achieves its goals - or whether it causes a
reactionary backlash.
What, after all, did the protests of the 60's
achieve? We dumped Johnson - but now we've
got Nixon. We pushed for the cessation of
bombing in North Vietnam - but now it's been
resumed.
Basic flaws of the 60's protests must not be
repeated in the 70's. Protest must be directed at
the issues, not at personalities. We oppose

May 4th has been declared a day of nationwide protest, by students and labor leaders. In
the past, such protests have been marked by
insulted but noisy students, protected by the
College environment from any harsh realities of
society. In the past, workingmen stayed apart
from protests - snubbed by their government and

unable to relate to the elite students.
Students of the 60's were motivated to speak
out by a looming draft; but the war in the early
days didn't reach far enough to personally affect
the workingmen.
Today that situation has changed. Labbr
leaders are taking an active role in promoting
the May 4th activities. The war has now become
too familiar to every family - crippling their
finances.
It is essential that students form a coalition
with labor to unify and strengthen the protest
movement. Together, the votes of students and
workers pose the most dangerous threat political
candidates face.
If students once again stand alone on May 4th
they will face the same poor response from
Washington which they have seen for too long.
Students angered by the war must not ignore
the crisis in social and economic reforms which
motivate workers' protest. These are difficult
problems which are too easily overshadowed by
war-time drama.
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Letters
To the Editor:
I would like to enter one objection to
you otherwise informative story on P. 2 of
the April 18 issue regarding the position
of Assistant Dean for Community Life
which has been created for the 1972-73
academic year.
In the next to last paragraph of the
story you state that I "added that the
College will not recruit women and
blacks, because it 'would be coddling.' " I
did not make this remark, nor does it
accurately reflect my views. '
In the first place, "coddling" is a word I
don't much like, and hence I refrain
rather scrupulously from using it.
(Perhaps what turned me off on the word
was having heard too many politicians
seek to make capital by condemning the
"Coddling" of this group or thatcriminals, students, "pointy-headed"
professors, etc.)
More importantly, the sentence at issue
directly contradicts the preceding
paragraph of the story, in which I am
quoted-correctly- as having said that
"we have an obligation to try to insure
that qualified women and blacks apply"
for available positions at the College.
This I do strongly believe. For a variety
of social and historical reasons^ white
males are more apt to apply for academic
j positions than blacks or females. If we
really believe in equal hiring practices, I
think we do have an obligation to encourage qualified blacks and women to
apply for these positions. I do not think
such encouragement constitutes "coddling." Rather, it is the only way we can

be sure to obtain the kind of racially and
sexually diversified faculty and administration to which we are committedand which we ought to have.
Sincerely,
J. Ronald Spencer
Dean for Community Life

'repugnant'
To the Editor:
Recently, a federal court ruling invalidated the anti-abortion statutes which
have been on the books in Connecticut since
1860. In accordance with this ruling, we, the
members of the Trinity Women's
Organization, believe that it is a woman's
fundamental right to control her own body,
and we object to any legislation that places
restrictions on such a right. Yet, opponents
of the federal court ruling such as Governor
Meskill and State Attorney General Robert
K, Killian are calling for action that would
deny this basic right.
After serious deliberation, the Trinity
Women's Organization urges the State
Legislature not to take any action to reverse
the court's decision, and therefore we oppose a possible stay in the ruling. We urge
all Connecticut voters to write to their State
Representatives in support of abortion
legislation repeal, as we find repugnant the
anachronistic opposition of Governor
Meskill and State Attorney General Killian
to the court's ruling. We further endorse the
statement of the Connecticut Civil Liberties
Union of Thursday, April 20 indicating that
Connecticut anti-abortion legislation
discriminates against low-income women.
Members of the
Trinity Women's Organization

COLUMNISTS
Kevin S.Gracey
Robert S. O'Connor
Richard Palamar
Douglas Rome
Chris Sehrlng

'worms'

To the Editor:
Albert Donsky, in his last 'Jello', spoke to
the issue of mud. But he told only half the
story. Sure, rain causes mud. Everybody
knows that. People are more aware of things
'repetition'
these days than they used to be when I was
To the Editor:
If repetition spoils success, what will it do young, and I think this is good. And no one is
to such "innovative" abortions as the face- more concerned about rain causing mud
lifting of the Cave? Apparently the than myself. But what about the other half of
designers of the TRIPOD format are not the problem-the worms?
Most people don't pay much attention to
satisfied with gruesome speculation.
slimey friends below. But they're down
Dick Hess '72 our
there doing their jobs just like everybody
else, giving 100%. And we oughtta give them
more respect but we don't. But what hap'escort'
pens to the worms when it rains? Does
To the Editor:
anybody ever think of that? Well, I'll- tell
In an effort to induce our students to use you. Hundreds die and thousands more are
our peripheral parking lots, we have left homeless. For you see, the rain forces
established the following escort procedure. them up out of the ground where they fall
The individual seeking an escort should prey to robins and fishermen. (And French
stop at' the Student Center, contact the chefs, no?) And nowhere is this problem
person on duty and ask that a Security Of- more serious than right here at Trinity.
ficer meet them at one of the lots mentioned
Albert talked about Boardman Brown, but
above. They should give their name, the has he ever seen the ground near McCook
make of car and registration number.
after a rain? It's just crawling with worms!
Mather Hall will contact the Security Thousands and thousands of worms! As far
Officer, ascertain how soon he can get to the as the eye can see, worms! Squilching
location and relay this information to the about, leaving a trail of wine-dark slime.
student seeking an escort. The person at
So let's help our icky friends, huh?
Mather Hall desk should log this in- Without your support, the worms will
formation.
become extinguished, and then what win the
It is further understood that an I.D. should robins do? They'll peck our eyes out, that s
be presented upon request of either Mather what. So send all contributions to Box 78,
Hall or the Security Officer.
Trinity College.
This service will be provided every
Jerry Ferrari
evening from 11 P.M. to 5 A.M. and only
from the Field House, Broad & Vernon and
Mr. Donsky replies. While some of Mr.
South Campus parking lots.
Ferrari's points are indeed well made, he
Note: The new lot just south of Wheaton has made what I feel to be one grievous
dormitory has been designated as the fallacy in his otherwise lucid argument.
Wheaton parking lot. All cars parked off the
paved portion, on the driveway, under the
lounge or on the quad will be tagged.
{More letters, page 12)
A.A.Garofolo
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There's Deen a lot of talk on campus
recently about the dramatic changes that
have occurred in both the curriculum and
social make-up of the College. Most of
this has been generated by the new
"Organization for the Preservation of
Trinity," which calls for the elimination
of coeducation and the reinstitution of
distribution requirements, among others.
There seems to be a glorification of the
'old days,' particularly since the 'new
Trinity' is unrecognizable to most older
alumni.Is this merely sentimental
longing for college days, or have the
recent changes in the structure of the
College created an "anemic" environment, as OTP charges?
We've asked two alumni who are
currently active at the College - the vicepresident and a chemistry professor - to
write about the Trinity of their college
days. In addition, a member of the class
of '73 has contributed an essay about
Trinity life today.
The Editors

What it was

REALLY
like in the

n the 194O's
The Editor has asked, in the light of
recent interest in "Old Trinity," for
comments upon the Trinity I entered as a
student in 1940. She assumes that my
memory is an adequate reservoir from
which to pump the material that accurately would picture life here some
thirty years ago. She should know
(though she may be too young yet to have
made the discovery) that looking backward into time is more hazardous than
looking forward: one can enter the future
alone, but one has lived the past in
company with others, and they will
certainly have seen it differently. What
follows then is a view that is opaque and
subjective.
The College Treasurer hoped that the
freshman class which arrived here on 16
September, 1940, would be larger than it
was. We numbered about 160, just about
half of us coming from within commuting
range. That
half
was
easily
distinguishable from the other half by
virtue of the heavy brief cases and brown
paper luncheon bags which its members
carried with them thereafter. Resident
students and non-residents were,
however, very much alike in their
preparation for the College. We were
drawn from the East's more rigorous
private and public schools, and I suspecf
that most of us had not been ambitious
students. The curricula which we had
managed to work through were very
alike: English, Latin, French "or
German, Physics, Chemistry, Biology,
Mathematics through trigonometry, and
Wood-working (unless we had come from
a progressive school which offered Art
instead). There were no women in the

Trinity'
By Thomas A, Smith

class, and only those men who had attended public high schools thought that
there ought to have been.
The College's curriculum was narrowly
prescribed and was essentially in the first
year a continuation of the curriculum of
the school. Many of us found ourselves in
subject matter which was familiar and
comfortable, and we did not complain
except when the faculty tried to sort us
out into courses that might be more
challenging.
The faculty numbered between fifty
and sixty. The administration consisted
of the President, the Dean, the
Treasurer, the Comptroller, the Provost,
the Alumni Secretary, and the Property
Manager. The President and the Dean
knew most students and could handle
almost any kind of situation that was
likely to arise out of the undergraduate
body (about 600).
The College was small, but one could
hardly have called it a "community"
except as that term might distinguish it
physically from surrounding Hartford.
Most of the faculty lived either in western
sections of Hartford or in West Hartford.
^Only half of the students lived on campus,
in the dormitories (Jarvis, Northam,
Seabury, Cook) or in the fraternities.
Student life on campus centered on the
seven national fraternities and one local.
Commuting students, for the most part,
were not sought after by the houses. They
headquartered themselves in a section of
Seabury basement-where many became
expert bridge players-and in the Library
on William's second floor. Athletics was
taken seriously, and so were a good
variety of extra-curricular activities.

Prohibition had ended not too many
years before, and drinking among some
students was heavy. Very few had had
liquor at home, and those who came from
boarding schools had been closely
supervised. Most of us tended at first,
therefore, to overdo. Among older
students drinking, however, was limited
pretty much to party occasions in the
fraternities, though liquor was carried
into the dormitories and shared with one
or two friends occasionally.
Most undergraduates were content
with the curriculum as it was offered, and
except in the sciences where the
laboratory experience was important and
where advanced students worked closely
with their faculty, the lecture was the
standard means of instruction. Classes
were small, but neither the faculty nor
the students seemed to place a high
premium upon discussion within the
class. The gulf between faculty and
students was wide, and relations, even
when they approached the social, tended
to be formal. Advising consisted
primarily of the faculty member's attempts before each registration to see to
it that we selected courses which conformed to those called for in the various
tracks leading to the degree and to the
professions, particularly to medicine and
law, to teaching, to graduate school, and
to business. The library was not well
developed.
All of us had grown up during the
Depression. We did not consider our
prospects to be bright; on the other hand
we had some confidence, given the great
quantities in our age group who had
discontinued formal education in their
(cont'd. on page 2)
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(cont'd. from page 1)
sixteenth or seventeenth year, that we
would be able to do better than most if we
could earn degrees or even complete
several years of college study. Although
the economic differences amongst us
were great, those of us who came from
impoverished homes were encouraged
by our parents and teachers to do
anything we could to stay in college.
Those of us who were not poor, and many
came from families which were not
substantially affected, by the Depression,
also set a high value on education and the
degree. We were doing what was expected of us, and we had very strong
encouragement -- and pressure - to
complete the full four years of college
study.
The tone of Trinity was strongly
religious in the period 1940-1942. The
faculty required Chapel attendance, and,
with rare exceptions, the faculty was
composed of practical Christians,
primarily Episcopalian. There was a
strong sense not only of religion but also
of hope for the perfectability of man.
Trinity was not in a high state of
political ferment when we entered in
1940. Very few of us were Democrats.
Franklin Roosevelt was not beloved.
Herbert Hoover was a more hallowed
name. In our second year, I think most of
us hoped that Wendell Wilkie would
unseat Roosevelt and give the corporate
interests of the nation the freedom and
the leadership they needed to put the
nation back on its moral and economic
feet. Roosevelt, most thought, was overly
considerate of labor and of the naturally
parasitic who could be counted upon not
to work even if they had the opportunity
(this was the only segment of mankind
not susceptible of perfectability).
We felt, I rather suspect, that we would
be well educated, that God was with us even if we objected amongst ourselves to
required Chapel - and that with
Republicans in Washington we could
survive in good style.
We knew, of course, that Hitler claimed
God was also with the Germans (an
assertion that was already stamped on
eyery German soldier's belt buckle), that
the Emperor of Japan made the same
kind of claim, that both were reeducating
masses of people in Europe and in Asia,
and that neither seemed too concerned
with which party sat in Washington. We
were not well informed about what was
happening in their wars, nor did we

suspect how great an impact those wars
would have on our lives for years to
come. Hitler was almost a comic figure,
unless one knew some of the refugees who
had begun to trickle into this country
during the 'thirties. Most of us could not
take the Japanese seriously even though
they had overrun much of China by 1940.
The faculty and the administration were
better informed than we and brought a
steady stream of visitors to the campus
during the 1940-1942 period, but even
these people from England, for the most
part, and from our own military and
political ranks, brought us only to
minimal awareness. We did, most of us ,
come to believe British strength, with
appropriate U. S. aid, would end the
European conflict. We could not believe
that Japan's interest would extend
beyond China.
That our perspective was so limited
was a national defect. While the faculty
and administration did their best to
correct our vision, and as we began to see
the likelihood of American involvement,
the real problem for many of us was not
thought to be winning the war but, rather,
assuring, having won it, that Europe
would adopt political and economic
patterns similar to those which had made
the U. S. so strong. We thought little
about the Far East, about the Soviets,
and we certainly did not concern ourselves with African interests.
When the war came, most of us entered
it with fervor and with the conviction that
we would resume our studies at the
College within a year.
By no means did our lives or attentions
during 1940-1942 center upon what occurred abroad. The College's life was
disturbed but not detailed. We came to
see more clearly how we might as a
nation be affected; we gave it sober
reflection, but our day to day lives
centered on study and the normal play of
college life. The rhythm of the year was
set by the examinations at the end of each
semester. Most of us were not given to
anticipation, so the faculty resorted to
heavy daily homework assignments and
to series of quizzes to keep our interest
alive. The course examinations were
critical, and it was not uncommon for
students to fail them. Attrition for
academic causes was common, and the
faculty-1 showed little mercy to the
numbers each semester who, for
whatever reason, failed to earn sufficient
credits or to lift themselves from

probation.
The authority of the faculty and administration over student conduct was
complete, and it could be swift and
severe. In fact, however, it seldom was.
Only the most outrageous breaches
culminated in suspension, and those
officers of the College who had charge of
conduct exercised a benevolent paternalism which most of us appreciated and
had the good sense not to test too
frequently.
Our acceptance of authority and or lack
of skepticism and curiosity appalls me
now. Our formal educations at Trinity or elsewhere-- did very little to help us to
substitute responsibility for the acceptance of authority and skepticism and
curiosity for the acceptance of the
dogmatic delivery of the kinds of information and knowledge that were
contained within the narrow confines of
the curriculum.
Our object was to gain l a "liberal
education," but our sense of humanity
was narrow and our knowledge of man
was shallow. For most of us who survived
the war or who survived it intellectually ;
and spiritually intact, the war itself
became the basis for the educations
which we resumed at its end. It became
the glass by which we discovered the
multiplicity and complexity of human
experience and the need, if one is to have
satisfaction in his personal or common
life amongst others to beware of the
worst and appreciative of the best.
I would be reluctant to reenter the kind
of educational prdcess I remember as
that which was offered to my generation
at Trinity and at other colleges and
universities then. It certainly did not
meet the realities of the time nor the
kinds of needs my generation has since
been called upon to meet. On the other
hand it was probably as good an
educational experience as one could get
at the time. Those who would go back to it
are welcome to try. They will, if they
succeed in making the journey, suffer
disappointment somewhat greater than
serious and sensitive students in to-day's
Trinity will suffer if they take the very_
best they can from what is offered to
them here today, for formal education, I
should guess, is always bound to fail and
to be disappointing. At its very best it
promises only to help us join the human
race;it cannot give us the assurance that
once we have joined we live with it fully
and well.

In the 40's Smith (fourth from left) drank beer in the old HeuWein Hotel.
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nthe 196O's
They were pleasant days. Life " 'Neath
the Elms" in the early sixties was indeed
.pleasant. When I arrived on the campus
in September of 1960 with my Mom and
Dad in tow, the beauty of the place was
quite overwhelming. I had not come up
for an interview - that fall day was the
first for me at Trinity and you know what
they say about first impressions.
Freshman week in those days was a
gas! All of us running around with blue
and gold beanies on trying to avoid the
upperclassmen. One duty of newcomers
to the campus was to carry luggage and
furniture around for the shops, juniors
and seniors who were returning from
vacation. We also would have to sing the
school songs (they had been sent to us
during the summer) from memory, on
demand by an upperclassman. You could
tell that being away from home was no
big thing to a lot of the others. The
preparatory school life had prepared
them well. Me? I was uncomfortable, to
say the least.
They were simpler days. We were all
told what to do then. "You are here to get
a liberal arts education." Dean Hughes
said something to that effect during our
first week. (For some reason, the College
appeared to be reasonably well run with
the aid of just two Deans in those days. A
liberal arts education meant required
math, philosophy, history, literature, etc.
- you know, like bouillabaisse. An
educational potpourri in preparation for
the cocktail circuit. Gym was required in
those days. And one had to either pass
gymnastics or take it three times. It was
three times for me.
Fond memories. The Ugly Man contest
to raise money for the Campus Chest fund
was a riot. I'll never forget Ralph Allen, a
candidate in my class for the title, auctioning off every stitch of clothing he had
on right in the middle of the dining hall
during dinner. Rather gross, but he won
the contest hands down. And then there
was the hired strip-tease artist during
IFC week. (What with no women on the
campus then, I guess we were all horny
bastards out for a little sexual
gratification. I didn't particularly dig it
myself. They should have been raided by
the local vice squad. Talk about male
chauvinism. -TWO (you should have
been around here then!)
Frivolous, sbphomoric days. The
mysterious appearance of a golden
Buddha in the niche over the Rose window of the Chapel. Fraternity pick-up
night. (I had no need to worry about them
coming to get me - 1 was far from being
Joe College and besides, I was black. No
TRe stomach distress bags in the Chapel
stalls one Sunday morning with instructions for use during the sermon (a
particularly depressing
incident
engraved in my memory - the Chaplain
did not deserve that kind of put-down,
even if he would sermonize about sex
spelled backwards being excess. This
sermon generally came on a big party
weekend when Vernon Street became
Hartford's own Sodom and Gomorra.)
The Trinity Pipes with that great close
harmony singing about the good life (I
haven't heard the sound of the contemporary Pipes with female voices they seem to make themselves scarce
like the Pipes of old, unfortunately).
Medusa-tapping day. Back then, the
Medusa was a big thing. Two columns of
black-robed, solemn faced gentlemen
filing slowly out of the Chapel (I could
never figure out why they came out of
that particular building - I'm pretty sure,
that they weren't there for divine
guidance, considering some of the
choices they made). The area in front of
Bishop Brownell's statue was filled with
students. Great anticipation as they
approach. A hush comes over the crowd.

By William T. Bowie
An apparently random walk by one
Medusa member through the group.
Someone is struck heavily on the
shoulders. A new knighthood is bestowed.
The Medusa has performed its peculiar
type of intercourse and has assured the
preservation of the species. Marvelous
tradition, but what a bunch of crap!
Apathetic days. There were no strikes
then, no war to get upset about. So what if
blacks were getting their heads bashed in
down in the Southland - there were only a
handful of them on the campus - why get
upset? (Trinity obviously had a quota
system order for the Preservation of
Trinity). You arrived on the scene ten
years too late - you would have loved it
then. There were no more than two
blacks per class and some classes had
none. The two in one class were from
Africa - admissions completely
overlooked the home-grown variety that
time!) The Trinity gentleman of my day
was mainly concerned with his ability to
drink, screw, and get into Wharton
Business School.
Those days bring back some pleasant
memories but I wouldn't return to them
for anything. The Trinity I see today is a
much more healthy place. I glory in the
attitude that our youth demonstrates.
They seem to care about love and
human suffering. The Trinity of old was
rigid and stilted. To return to that would
certainly be the beginning of the end.
Institutions have to bend a little with the
wind, like bamboo, if they want to survive. I think that my college is trying to
do right. As an alumnus, I'm proud.

n the 197O's
Psychologists will tell us that it is
perfectly normal when in a period of
stress, tribulation or doubt as to future
orientation, to long for a retreat back to
'the good old days'-a period of nostalgia
to overlap inner insecurities as to one's
place in present-day society and one's
paranoia of loosing a firm grasp over a
situation which has slowly evaded and
permeated our very life-styles until it is
beyond containment... like a continually
operated-upon malignant cancer which
we somehow believe will go away only to
viciously
reappear
cloaked
in
disillusionment and animosity. Substituting cure-alls and insignificant
remedies in its place cannot make the
reality or the disease of reality elapse
into a time when events and tempers
were better or unnoticed.
Actually as a student at Trinity during
the last three years things have not been
all that bad. At times I've felt closed-in,
rather insulated from anything 'real'
going on and bored realizing as one
student put it 'the world could end
tomorrow and Trinity would sustain itself
for another week.' The unique academic
structure of the college, however,
provided me with a rare opportunity to
escape, to explore and find something
beyond the classroom called human
education..
So I journeyed to a foreign country for
six months and then had to make the
decision of whether or not to return to old
sigill coll trin sane. . . in Amsterdam
airport I found myself situated next to a
rather scholarly looking gentleman with
knapsack on shoulder, reading the works
of Erich Fromm. We began discussing
the two-hour delay and he asked where I

By Andrew Wolf
was headed? When I replied back to
school in Hartford, Connecticut he was
somewhat amused because he was
returning to the University of Connecticut where he is a doctoral candidate
in history. Upon hearing that I attended
his alma mater Trinity and affirming
that yes, indeed Drs. Cooper, Weaver,
Bankwitz et al. were still here he asked
me if Trinity was still the lonely,
depressing environment it was in the
early 60's. Immediately I began telling
him about co-education, the decline of
fraternities, new courses, faculty, opportunities etc., yet I could not convey to
him nor more honestly to myself that
what I was returning to was of some
great significance or meaning. On the
plane back students from approximately
43 universities and colleges who had
spent a semester viewing America 'from
without' shared similar outlooks wondering and contemplating what they were
returning to.
There was a time fifty years ago when
Trinity's programming underwent
significant changes. Mr. Weaver's
history of Trinity College outlines some of
them: "With the anniversary celebration
past, President Ogilby looked for
Trinity's settling down into a pleasant
academic routine. . .Political Science
was detached from History, Sociology
from Economics and Psychology from
Philosophy.. .old problems persisted and
new ones arose, there was criticism of the
President that he was trying to run the
college in the fashion of a 'prep school'
and Ogilby was the first to admit that
such failures as he had made could be
(cont'd. on page 4)
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(cont'd. from page 3)
attributed to his 'sticking too closely to
preparatory school methods of handling
the youth' " (pg. 295) In reviewing the
events of the last few years one wonders
whether we've moved too fast, too soon. I
perceive my role as a student quite differently from the author of the recent
article on "Preserving Old Trinity". . .
Old Trinity seems to me to be nothing less
than an anacronism, that cancerous
growth that was covered over by
beautiful grounds, Spring, Winter and
Fall weekends, mandatory chapel and
tradition so heavily similated and lauded
with standards, procedures and controlled behaviors that the identity of the
school for many years remained unchanged, shrouded in the faulty idealism
of progress and nostalgia which is not
uncommon to American society when
threatened with change.
Yesterday I attended a strike meeting
to find methods of organized protest
against the United States intervention in
South East Asia. The meeting was attended by roughly 150 students. The atmosphere during a slide show and announcements of how very little the
American public is told about the war and
its atrocities was one of uncertainty,
doubt and confusion as to what all 'this'
means. The students I later talked with
did not know how to perceive their role or
fate in present-day society-they hear of
industrial complex, computerized
warfare, and the intangible establishment yet feel threatened/frightened
because they've reached that point of
insignificance as to what makes sense at
all. During my three years at Trinity this
same feeling has slowly pervaded our
campus and now, when it has become
detectable and firmly imbued into our
daily lives, we hear calls for a return-to
that great isolated wonderland of normalcy and contrived routine which was a
situation which I strongly believe never
actually existed at all. The events of the
60's and 70's have adequately proven that
there is no return, for we've reached a
point of self-reckoning, so-to-speak,
where the only source for answers and •
solutions can be honesty and pragmatism
combined with the attitude that what we
are doing 'can make a difference.'
Today there is at Trinity, thanks to our
admissions department a student body
marked by its diverseness and individuality-somewhat untraditional
from what I saw three years ago. There
are (hush) women at Trinity in many
instances much more scholarly and informative than their 'superior' cohorts.
There is a gay-liberation organization
which five years ago would have possibly
been excommunicated from this campus; and intercultural, urban and
American studies quite untraditional to
Trinity's staidness yet finally accepted as
scholastic endeavors rather than
relevant cop-outs. We also see a
resurgence in the arts, music, theater
and community oriented projects and
offerings with even a director of community affairs-five years ago how often
would the Trinity student venture off
campus? Finally we notice the abolishment of academic specific requirements,
the introduction of teacher evaluations,
12-college exchange and open-semesters,
not to mention the offering of religious
and ethnic courses which might have
been considered simply a farce a decade
ago simply because of the virtual
nonexistence of minorities on campus.
Perhaps these changes are too much to
cope with for they assume the existence
of a mature, sophisticated student body
capable of meeting the independence
thrust upon it... I don't think so.
Defining tradition, therefore, as
simulated ways of action rather than
thought I too would long for various
vestiges of an older Trinity, I would like
to see a reverting back to a time (if ever
there was one) when there was respect
for individuals and property. One only

need to walk to South Campus, Jones or
Elton lounges to realize that we are in
serious trouble here at Trinity when
senseless destruction and theft can be
carried out in such a nonchalant fashionfloors literally ripped apart and students
not giving a damned one way or another,
not wondering why several facilities are
sub normal or that dogs literally
monopolize the campus while filthy pots
and cooking utensils line sinks in the
bathrooms. Also go to a lecture or school
event and see the overwhelming interest
and support-virtually non-existent. Yet
you continually hear and read about
complaints of how "there is nothing to do
at Trinity, nowhere to go, the freaks
squander funds etc.. ." Where are YOU?
Probably sitting in your room or in the
library complaining, too self-righteous to
participate in the activities or programs
offered. Very soon there will probably be
few if any organizations left to complain
about then you (collectively) can yearn
for that nostalgic return when life was
humming. What I cynically try to outline
is the fact that nothing can or will be done
here to alleviate the diverse spectrum of
interest without combined efforts;
realizing how rah-rah this must sound I
should only.wish to remind the student
body that nearly 60 dollars each year is
paid toward activities fees.. Just equate
supply and demand to determine what is
wrong at Trinity.
Perhaps lack of student leadership is
one of our problems, or yet it may be that
we're holding on to the last semblance of
group differentials and cliques which was

so apparent to college campuses a few
years ago. The drug and elitist syndrome
has I believe begun to slowly subside-what we are now left with are the
problems and frustrations common to a
group of individuals with uncommon
backgrounds and experiences to cope
with.
The recent strike against the war
seemed as adequate foreshadowing of
events to come. I heard one, student
complain that "it's just not like two years
ago-perhaps it's too much to expect. .
.just right now.'' Our catalogues prologue
claims the purpose of a Trinity education
is to prepare the student for life in a free
society. In retrospect the people I've met
here, things I've heard and seen the
frustration I've at times felt and the
depression of being alone and making
decisions have been confusing yet
tremendously exciting. We always have
and will continue to yearn for that hidden
'it'-Kerouac's End of the Road of
O'NeiPs Long Day's Journey Into Nightyet it would be reassuring to know that
the existing situation is the result of art
historical progression long overlooked or
avoided in the hopes that the days of yore
would eventually return. What tradition
in the final analysis connotes is an acute
awareness of what actually does exist,
coming to grips with our situation and
creating a new tradition based on
humanism rather than nostalgia.
Visitors often ask me is Trinity as
'ivory-towerish' as it looks? Three years
ago I'd have had no trouble answering
that question. Now I wonder. . .

This issue of Inside Magazine was edited by H. Susannah Heschel,
73. Inside is published as a supplement to the Trinity Tripod.
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TWO Topics

Dismissals Bring Back 'Old Trinity'
(Editor's note: The following is a statement issued by
the Trinity Women's Organization in response to the
firing of Ms. Joan Chipman, assistant to the dean for
community life.)
With the recent "resignations" of Joan Chipman,
Jack Cassidy, and Mohamed Jibrell, a return to the
"Old Trinity" seems alarmingly imminent. The
restructuring of the Offices of Community Life and
Student Services indicates to us a rejection of the new
life-styles, the new ideas, and the new blood which had
begun to revitalize Trinity. It indicates, in fact, a
maintenance of the status quo, that is, offices filled
with Trinity graduates, men who are too busy to deal
with students on any more than an impersonal administrative level.
We question whether the remaining administrators
have the ability, sensitivity, and perspective to fill the
void which they have created with these dismissals.
We would suggest that Mr. Spencer is somewhat
misled in his belief that he really "knows" the student
body of which he calls himself the dean. The people
who ^now the students are those three who, collectively, have the most contact with them, yet these are
the very people who are being dismissed. Nevertheless, despite the fact that student evaluation was
requested Dean Spencer "considerately" denied them
this right in order to save them the embarrassment of
what he thinks could be negative evaluations.
Last year Trinity demonstrated its "raised consciousness" of the women's issues in our society by
hiring a woman in the dean's office. According to Dean
Spencer, Ms. Chipman was hired during this "critical
period in the transition to coeducation" to bring up

these questions and to create an awareness of women's
position on campus as well as in the larger society. We
must, then, ask whether this is another example of
Trinity's failure to follow through on its commitments.
Is the critical period, as Mr. Spencer seems to imply,
only one year? In fact, the "critical period" is far from
ended, since the questions which have been raised this
year concerning women still remain to be answered.
This on-going process demands much more than one

year. It demands the steady and constant attention of a
concerned woman like Joan Chipman.
Who will take Ms. Chipman's place at Trinity next
year? Certainly there is no one on campus in a position
to provide the energy and support which Trinity
women (and men) need and have received from her
this year. The reassignment of any remaining female
administrator to this role not only takes her from the
post in which she is now serving, but is also ineffective

insofar as none of them have the qualifications or the
time to fill the position. Furthermore, no man, as the
Tripod suggests, can fully empathize with women who
are just becoming aware of what it means to be a
woman in our society.
Mr. Spencer, it seems, has found the solution; rather
than societal status, the position will be determined by
economic status. However, it is clear that he has in
mind but another "special interest" group when he
speaks of hiring someone to deal with "low-income
students."
However much we disagree with the rest of Ms,
HeschePs editorial of April 18, we cannot help but
agree with her point that "the difficulties in finding
such a person to deal with Blacks, women, and other
special interest groups simultaneously are obvious if
not insurmountable, considering the heterogeneity of
the student body and the serious nature of the
problems..." For this reason, we demand that a
woman who is aware of and sympathetic to the
problems and issues concerning Trinity women be
hired for a position in the Office of Community Life.
The Trinity Women's Organization wishes to thank
Joan Chipman for opening our eyes and for helping us
to open the eyes of the Trinity community. "In
education, in marriage, in religion, in everything,
disappointment is the lot of the woman. It shall be the
business of my life to deepen this disappointment in
every woman's heart until she bows down to it no
longer. I wish that women, instead of being walking
show-cases, instead of begging of their fathers and
brothers the latest and gayest new bonnets, would ask
of them their rights."—Lucy Stone, 1855.

Things To Do

Wandering Around Downtown
By David Seltzer
As you recall, last week this article discussed
Hartford from a vantage point atop the Travelers
Tower. Now we descend to street level and explore
some of the points of interest surrounding Bushnell
Park downtown.
The Wadsworth Athenaeum, America's oldest free
art museum, and one of its better ones, is located on
Main Street, across from the Park. The original
building, constructed in 1842, has been thoroughly
modernized, and four other newer buildings provide 65
galleries of exhibition.
The Athenaeum is well-represented in most of the
major artistic styles, having samples of Ancient Art r
Old Masters, and Modern Art. The Athanaeum has a
particularly fine collection of Americana, ranging
from colonial bedpans to Colt firearms to 19th century
paintings, of the Hudson Valley School. The Colt] guns
are displayed in sharply-angled triangular glass cases
that are just waiting to bruise your thigh should you
infringe upon their territory. Although the exhibit is of
a high caliber, I've never really been interested in
firearms.
I do enjoy, however, the Good Parlor, a Period Piece
room decorated in the opulent fin-de-siecle style, with
matching furniture and mannequins clothed in appropriate costumes. My ultimate goal is to dress in
Late-Victorian style, and strike a pre-Raphaelite pose
inside the Parlor, winking at unsuspecting visitors as
they walk by.
Each Sunday in the Athenaeum's Tapestry Hall,
chamber concerts are given, amid the suits of armor
and heraldric banners. Another room one should see is
the gallery housing the two giant Trumbull canvasses
that depict dramatic battle scenes from the
Revolutionary War. Surely you have seen reproductions in your 8th grade American history text.
Just south of the art museum is the Hartford City
Hall, which looks exactly as you'd expect a city hall to
appear. If you are new to the Hartford area, I encourage you to observe one of the quaint native
customs of this city, a primitive and superstitious
ritual known as "A City Council Meeting." These tribal
gatherings are held periodically, the second and fourth
Monday evenings of each month at 8 p.m. From sitting
in on one of these meetings, one gains rare insight into
why an urban crisis has developed in American cities.
The actual procedure is worth discussing. There are
two teams of members (each individual being "a city
councilman,") with one side consisting of
"Democrats," and the other side of "Republicans."
Presiding over these warring factions is a powerful
tribal ruler, (the "mayor,") who occasionally quotes
from a sacred text of rules to restore, order. There is
really no difference between the two teams, but then, if
there were no disagreement^ the council members
could not accuse and insult each other, and would
probably wish to find some other job where they could.
The object of this contest is, whatever project one
party wants (such as a new street sign on New Britain

Ave.,) the other team immediately opposes, regardless
of the merit of that proposal. The preponderance of
"whereas's," "heretofores," and "pursuant to's"
render the verbal battle (called "a meaningful
dialogue,") largely unintelligible, so bring along a
dictionary.
On your way out of City Hall after the meeting, don't
fail to see the bright pastel-colored mural depicting the
discovery of Hartford.
Speaking of murals, Hartford's own version of the
Sistine Chapel may be observed in the form of Bushnell
Memorial Hall, on Capitol Ave. The exterior of this 3200
seat auditorium is of the most innocent of colonial
designs, but beneath this harmless-appearing facade
lies an absolutely hideous Gershwinesque interior. It is
almost worth suffering through the exorbitant prices,
the obstructed sight-lines, and the cave-like acoustics
to witness this 1920's Art Deco movie palace decor. On
the ceiling is a mural of the most monumental
proportions, representing, I suppose, "Progress
Epitmozied."

If Bushnell Park displays the tastelessness of
Roaring. 20's style, then surely the Connecticut State
Capitol, across the street, deserves recognition for its
extravagant Gothic-revival architecture. The goldendomed structure, a symbol of State authority and
Victorian morality, is situated atop Capitol Hill, a
natural prominence of meager proportions. Formerly
located on this site was a local institution of considerable repute, Trinity College (perhaps you know of
it). When the State Government wished to expand its
facilities, it purchased the land from Trinity, and built
the present structure, moving from the Old State
House.
Walking inside the Capitol, one is immediately
struck by the impression that the interior is furnished
entirely from the bric-a-brac of someone's old attic.
Perhaps it is the plethora of inconsequential statuary,
or maybe the stained glass that contributes to the
cluttered, Gothic appearance of the central hallway.
Nonetheless, the building must be of some nominal
value, for it was designated a National Historic Landmark last year. Stepping outside again, you might
glance back at the building from some distance. It
doesn't look half-bad in the dusk with the light behind
itProceeding down Trinity Street, one passes under
the Civil War Memorial Arch, commemorating the
more than 4000 Hartford men who served for the U: ion.
The Arch looks as if it were a medieval town #ate,
lifted from some quiet Bavarian village square, *nd
installed in Bushnell Park. Actually, the brown:. >ne
structure was built from public funds in 1886, nd
shares with the Capitol Building the distinctu > of
remaining within its budget allocation during ;>nstruction.
Ahead looms the Hartford Hilton. I can never fully
comprehend why architects pay so much attention to
the ground floor of the building, visible only t( ;he
passer-by, yet virtually ignore the roof, which is u -.-ire
prominent. It seems inexcusable that a modernh > -i.elarama style building should leave its water tov rs,
kitchen chimneys, and ' air-conditioning coolers exposed.
We conclude our tour of points of interest ar •. nd
Bushnell Park by visiting Union Station, w ^e
railroad passengers board Amtrack (nee, New \ 1;,
New Haven & Hartford) trains bound for New Yo: or
Boston. Built in an age when the railroad was king he
monumental terminal now seems strangely um 3d,
even though it is in a fine state of repair. The hands me
wall-murals of steam engines recall a bygone day,
when the railroad provided frequent service from
Hartford to most other cities. Now one has to cope with
antiquated . rolling stock that informs the passenger of
every flaw in the roadbed from here to Pennsylvania
Station, cryptic station managers who refuse to
divulge information of delayed arrivals, and dirty
windows that one could only charitably term "transparent." Sic Transit Gloria Mundi.
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To the Editor:
There are several advantages to the
"small liberal-arts college." The recent
visit to our campus by the choir of the
University of London well-illustrates this.
Our size made possible their integration into
all areas of the college life for the three days
they were here. Many people (of all
religious persuasions) provided hospitality
to the individual group members from the
President down to students living in North
Campus doubles. For this, I would like to
extend the thanks of those of us regularly
involved in activities of the Chapel.
Our smallness also has its disadvantages.
A case in point: Tuesday's Tripod carried
absolutely no announcement or mention of
the choir's visit. Because it had
"something" to do with the Chapel, the
Tripod saw fit to decide that it was of limited
interest. Even apart from the "service",
I'm sure the people who had the unique
opportunity to meet and talk with these
wonderful Englishmen will agree that the
visit was most enlightening. To.meet other
people, to represent both the United States
and Trinity College, is a challenging
responsibility.

I would point out that the University of as it obviously did to the Tripod, one can
Connecticut (enrollment 16,488) and Yale only question the person's intelligence.
The visit of the London Choir allowed
University (enrollment 8,927) carried extensive coverage in their college some eighty members of the Trinity comnewspapers of the Choir's visit to those munity to exercise a real ministry to these
institutions. Smallness also breeds a people, a. real religious ministry. To
parochialism well seen in this semester's paraphrase the editorial, "A general
misunderstanding regarding what the
Tripod.
While I'm en the subject, the editorial College is or should be pervades the
regarding a "conference on the ministry" in Tripod."
Narrow definitions are the inevitable
the March 21 issue of the Tripod is almost
too silly to elicit a response. I quite agree result of narrow-mindedness. It is a pity that
that a conference culminating the 150th the editorial board of the Tripod is apanniversary celebrations dealing with parently unaware of what religion is.
Sincerely,
Episcopal ministers is absurd. That would
ThomaS'B. Jensen '73
be as ridiculous as an all-college conference
Trini ty College Chapel Verger
on registered nursing.
That, unfortunately, was not the
suggestion. The proposed conference would
("Editor's response: We regret the
take place during the year, in no sense as a
finale, and would appeal to the same omission of an announcement of the concert
limited-type of audience as say, an English given last week by the choir of the
colloquy. If the Chapel is to provide any part University of London. Unfortunately, due to
of the year's activities, it would seem logical our limited staff, we are unable to solicit
that the contribution would be "religious" in announcements. We depend upon campus
organizations to notify us of upcoming
nature.
On the other hand, if the word "ministry" events. In this case, the TRIPOD did not
brings to mind men running around with receive such notification.
white collars, appropriately or inapWe have no policy of not announcing an
propriately calling themselves "reverend", event simply because it deals with a

'finances'
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,To the Editor:
Trinity College's endowment funds include 104,240 shares in thirteen comporations which number among the top one
hundred Pentagon contractors, according to
the Financial Report of the Treasureer of
the College for the fiscal year 1970-71. The
names of thirteen corporations, their ranks
as Department of Defence contractors, and
the amount of stocks Trinity holds in each
can be seen in the accompanying chart.
These same pentagon contractors have
developed the automated battlefield in
South East Asia. In this type of warfare, the
United States executive and military are
able to replace men with machines and so to
carry on a full-scale war without needing
public support of a high draft call. Troops
can be withdrawn more and more, the war
and its guilt is removed from public conscientiness, and yet the Asian casualties
remain as high as before.
Such technological warfare also remove
militart personnel from the reality and guilt
of their acts. They deal with computors and
electronic signals, and release bombs from
high altitudes on certain coordinates, never
seeing their victims.
"You see flak at night. That's about as
close to war as we get...you don't'see any of
the blood or any of the flesh. It's a very clean
and impersonal war." (a pilot's testimony,
Winter Soldier Investigation, Congressional
Record, April 6, 7, 1971.
It is the Department of Defense contractors who make such a war possible
through their research and manufacturing.
Through its stocks, Trinity College shares
in the responsibility of these corporations.
Trinity could do away with this responsibility by getting rid of its stocks in Pentagon contractors. However, such a move
would seriously harm the college's endowment fund. Rather, Trinity could

exercise this responsibility, following
Wesleyan and Yale in participating in their
policy of participating in proxy contests,"
backing proposals seeking to improve social
conditions which are directly related to a
corporations activities." (Colin G. Campbell, President of Wesleyan Collge; New

1971 Dept.
of Defense
Rank
3
17
19
23
24
27
34
44
52
55
63
68
88

Name of Pentagon Contractor
American Telephone
and Telegraph
General Motors
International Business
Machines
International Telephone
and Telegraph
Ford Motor Company
Standard Oil
(New Jersey)
Bendix
Texaco
Goodyear Tire
and Rubber
Mobil Oil
Eastman Kodak
Gulf Oil
Control Data Corp.,
Delaware

York Times, Oct. 22, 1971). At present,
Trinity's policy is to abstain from voting on
non-financial issues.
Certainly, if Trinity chooses to remain a
stockholder in top military contracting
corporations, it must face its responsibilities as such,
Bert Picard

H Shares
13,557
8,321

658,399
628,611

5,765
12,840

448,229
802,500

16,144
7,000
7,326

1,216,854
279,125
260,989

5,600
4,200
9,083
11,366

185,500
234,150
701,575
356,608

1,100

67,100

TOTAL 104,240

6,468,899

These ranks are published by the Department of Defense.
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629,259

1,983

Feiffer
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Market
Value (?)

religious service; rather, our policy ismt, i
write a critical review of such service
The March 21 editorial, "Identity c L
criticized Chaplain TulVs proposal w 1 .
conference on "The Meaning o/ the Or
dained Ministry" not because, as Mr
Jensen suggests, it would mean the
culmination
of the
sesquicentmltl
celebrations, but, rather, because it m
pointedly unecumenical. It is our opinion
that an event such as' this should inckie
ALL members of the community, regardless of religious beliefs.
It is not the business of the editorial board
of the TRIPOD to arrive at a definition of
religion. It is our business, however, to
speak out when an all-College event is
limited to a minority of students. That was
the thrust of our editorial.)

'enough'
To the Editor:
.••'*.
We members of the Trinity community
deplore the re-escalation of the war in Indochina. The slaughter continues from a
President who promised four years ago to
end the war.
We call for an immediate stop to the
bombing and all other military operations in
Indochina.
We call for the President to set a date for
the complete withdrawal within three
months of U.S. personnel and military
equipment and end all support for the Thieu
regime in Saigon and for the military
regimes of Laos and Cambodia,
We call on the Congress of the United
States to cut off all funds for U.S. military
involvement and support for the military
regimes in Indochina.
This letter was drawn up just before the
publication deadline for t h e Tripod, so our
number is small. But we feel sure that we
speak for hundreds of other Trinity people,
and we call on them to act to put a stop to the
senseless killing and waste of human
resources. To people everywhere we cry,
"Enough!"
Keith Klevan
' Madge J. Kaplan
Emily G.Hokombe
. Steve Barkan
AlanDayno
Susan Crimmins
Susan Boynton
Peter Basch
Richard H. Marshall .... Mark Feathers
Matthew Moloshok
Rebecca Adams
Jay Mandt
Ina Greenfield
Gigi Bradford
Frank Malkin
Connie Shuck
Kevin A,Stover
Ed Reed
JohnLatz
JohnMatulis"
Robin Wagner
Sara Nathan
Ellen Powers
Fred Graves
James Kerans
Susan Calabro
DebResnekof
Richard T. Markovitz
Mark Worn
ErikLarsen
Robin Rogers
Ken Post
Janet Specter
Ann Convery
Howard Keller
AmyYatzkan
Joanie Kaufman
Richard Schultz Michael Lederberg
Linda Raciborski
Mitchell Charap
Douglas J. Sanderson
AmySchewei
Changez Sultan
Michael E. Pogue
Peter Wheelwright
LynnShelmtz
Stewart Hoeg
Katie Fowte
Holly Laurent
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Disorder and Sorrow
By Thomas A. Reilly
Twelve years ago two men converged on
the unsuspecting Democratic voters of West
Virginia. One of these gentleman was the
now perennial politico, former Vice
President Hubert H. Humphrey, the other,
the late John F. Kennedy. Kennedy was
there to prove that a Roman Catholic could
win in an overwhelmingly Protestant state
such as West Virginia. Win he did in that
long ago era and he went on to lose more
votes because of his religion than he gained
in the November election. All of which
brings us to what do the primaries of 1972
prove or portent?
The most striking difference between the
primaries of yesteryear and today is the
number of would-be presidential candidates, while of equal significance is the
number of primaries in which they are
entered. These facts rob the very process of
an ability to prove much of anything in the
same sense that they once proved Kennedy
could garner Protestant votes. In a field of
eleven, what percent is proof of wide support? If seven of your eleven are veritable
unknowns how can any of them become a
household word or gain recognition as
Kennedy was able to do during his tilts with
Humphrey? Finally, as the field in any
single primary alters from state to state,
what meaningful predictions or comparisons can be made?
The answer appears to be that the
primaries don't, if they ever did, prove so
much as disprove the viability of some
candidacies. In other words, out of the
disorder the American people have
managed to pluck sorrow and like a laurel
wreath drop it in the lap of the unsuspecting.
At least this appears to be the pattern
emerging out of the disorder of New
Hampshire, Florida and Wisconsin. First,
the much better organized McGovern has
managed to cast doubt on Muskie, the frontrunner, in his own backyard, while in
Florida Wallace, and to some extent
Jackson, rode high on the front of a school
bus. Most important, however, was the
resurrection of Hubert Humphrey and the
growing doubts about front-running, Lincolnesque Muskie. (Parenthetically the sun
and fun Mayor of New York made a

disappointing showing.) Now, however, the
genius of the American electorateWisconsin branch-has managed to bring a
new order to chaos. McGovern in surprising
fashion carried 30% of the electorate
followed at a distance by both Wallace and
The Happy Warrior. Muskie declared
himself no longer the front-runner as the
money tree died of frost and the youthful
(50) Mayor of New York withdraws broke
but not broken. Already the reader has
divined what the primaries prove.
Essentially these three dry-runs have
eliminated a candidate who couldn't have
won any Democratic convention, open,
closed, or cancelled. They have reduced
Muskie's heretofore first-ballot victory
hopes and revealed his yoter appeal to be a
mirage. Wisconsin has transformed
McGovern into the leader and, by delegate
count, a genuine candidate. As for George
Wallace, he has forced the others to inject
some neo-populist rhetoric into their
campaigns but is otherwise unable to
capture the nomination himself. Therefore,
in accordance with the strictest rules of
logic these political primaries have
demonstrated that no candidate is conceived without flaws and that three
primaries have flawed some more than
others.
In the face of these developments it is
hard to conceive of primaries in which
numerous candidates participate as giving a
clear picture of the preferences of the
Democratic voter. This is particularly true
when one assumes that it is the purpose of
parties to win elective office and thatjn the
United States this is achieved by victory not
essentially with the majority of Americans
but in carrying the populous industrial
states. How many honestly expect the
Democrats to carry Florida or care if they
carry New Hampshire? Thus the primaries
in Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, New York
and California can be significant only to the
extent that they go beyond the mere
elimination of individuals to the designation
of the man favored by a broad body of
Democratic voters. It is in this light that one
must weigh the 30% "victories."

"You can come out now, Spiro. It's an election year."

Peace and Prosperity
By Bruce Cholst
Richard Nixon is one of the most maligned
men on today's political scene. Four years
in the Presidency have not mellowed the
disparaging tone of his numerous detractors. Yet, I feel that he has in that time
demonstrated his vast capabilities as a
national leader and world statesman, and
has thereby proven himself undeserving of
their scorn. Instead, the President merits a
resounding mandate on his administration
in the November elections, and a renewal of
his four year lease on the White House.
The best way to determine an incumbent
President's desireability for re-election is to
evaluate his record. Mr. Nixon's record is
vivid testimony to the fact that his case for
re-election is a compelling one. Admittedly,
the administration has not handled every
issue which it has confronted perfectly. The
President has needlessly attempted to exert
his executive influence over judicial matters, (ie the Calley Trial, and the Supreme
Court bussing decisions). Furthermore, Mr.
Nixon cannot affort to maintain as frigid
relations as he does with Labor, which is one
of the most influential and numerically
powerful interest groups in our Nation.
Also, he waited an excessively long time
before dealing with our ailing economy. Yet,
these mildly negative facets of Nixon's
administration can be overlooked in our
evaluation of the general advance toward
peace and prosperity, which his stable and
competent leadership made possible.
President Nixon is largely basing his bid
for re-election around the role he played as
an international "peace maker." When he
assumed leadership in Jan. 1969, there were
five major trouble spots in the world: U.S.Russian
relations;
Sino-American
relations; Berlin; the Middle-East; and
Vietnam. America has moved positively in
the last 4 years to avert the possibility of
nuclear confrontation over any of these
areas. In fact, Mr. Nixon has realistically
re-evaluated our future role in foreign affairs; he has effectively altered our foreign
policy so as to bring it more into line with
our Capabilities. He realizes both that we
can no longer bludgeon smaller nations into
conforming with our policies, and, that it is
physically impossible for us to intervene in
any regional conflict that occurs in order to
stave off the grasping claws of Communist
Aggression. In short, he has remolded our
foreign policy so that we now help only those
smaller Nations who are willing to help
themselves overcome the threat of external
invasion or internal subversion. The direct
Manifestation of this new policy has come in
his dealings with Vietnam. Since Nixon's
assumption of the Presidency, we have seen
a steady dis-engagement of our military ties
to this beleagured South-East Asian Nation,
WITHOUT a lessening of our committment
to its continued existence as a free Nation.
Our troop level strength has been reduced to
one-sixth the Pre-1969 levels. And American
casualities have dwindled to one-thirteenth
of what they were under the preceeding
Democratic administration! Through a
massive and highly successful training
program, we were able to transfer the
execution of the war, and the ability of selfdefense to the people of South Vietnam.
Thus, as they increasingly assume the
burden of the war, we are able to continue
, our disengagement, while preserving intact
our committment to their territorial and
political integrity. In spite of the recent
escalation of combat, and the U.S. bombing
of Hanoi, I would maintain that this process
of Vietnamization continues unimpeded.
Let's look at the objectives of the Vietnamization program. It was to be completed
in two stages - first the ground war was to be
transferred to the South Vietnamese, and
then their air force was to be improved, so
that eventually they would also inherit the
air war. Until their air force could be expanded, however, the U.S. (in keeping with
its committment). was to lend the South
Vietnamese its aerial support. Unfortunately, in his haste to wage war and
aggression, the enemy did not allow Vthis
process to be completed. Hence' we
currently see the South Vietnamese army
holding their own on the ground, while the
U.S. air force"bombs the enemy's military
sites in the North in order to damage his
capabilities to wage an aggressive war in
the South. As U.S. involvement in Vietnam
demolishes, so do the chances of a Nuclear
conflict with China or Russia over Indo
China.
The possibilities of this nuclear conflagration have been further diminished by
Mr. Nixon's diplomacy, as regards Russia,

China, Berlin, and the Mid-East. Our
relations with the Soviet Union have improved so much since 1969 that we are now
on the verge of signing an all inclusive
disarmament pact with, them, Mr. Nixon's
forthcoming summit meeting will represent
the first time an American President has
visited Russia since 1945. President Nixon
has pulled off a similar diplomatic coup with
the other hostile nuclear power — China. As
a result of his February visit to the Orient,
we can eagerly anticipate a change in what
was heretofore solely a dialogue of confrontation, to what will hopefully become an
atmosphere of negotiation between us.
While no tangible progress has been
achieved toward a solution in the mid-East,
virtually all shooting between the
protagonist powers has been halted as the
direct result of a Nixon diplomatic
initiative. Tensions between East and West
Berlin (a traditional trouble spot since the
beginning of the cold war) have been eased,
in part because of American-sponsored

negotiations, which were begun under the
Nixon administration. Such have been the
notable achievements of the President's
foreign policy. Apparently he has profited
from his study of history; long-range peace
can be achieved or.ly by establishing an
international balance of power.
Nixon's domestic achievements, while not
as dazzling, have been equally spectacular.
His 1969 Family-assistance act (currently
stalled in a Democratic Congress) would
greatly reform the current welfare system,
by guaranteeing everyone a base minimum
income of $1600 per annum, while providing
very strong incentives (ie. much higher
guaranteed incomes) to theose who actively
seek work. While he delayed action on our
ailing economy for an excessively long time
(ie till August of 1971), when he did finally
act, it was with a decisiveness that is
proving extremely effective. His was a far
reaching program which was designed to
deal simultaneously with galloping inflation
(which he inherited from the Democrats)
and chronic unemployment. In effect, he is
"exporting unemployment abroad" thru
devaluation of the dollar, which in turn
increases the demand for American goods
abroad, which will create jobs at home.
Unemployment thus far has declined
slightly (from 6.1% to 5.7% in February of
1972) and will continue to do so. The
problem, of course, is exaggerated by the
return of veterans from Vietnam, who swell
the ranks of the unemployed. On the other
hand, inflation has been contained by the
imposition of a freeze on wages and prices.
One need only analyze the statistics of the
last quarter of 1971 to realize that inflation is
on the decline. The consumer price index
registered a 3.4% increase in Dec. of 1971, as
opposed to a 5.5% increment of a year
earlier. Furthermore, during the freeze
(Aug. - Nov.) the CPI increased at an annual
rate of only 1.7%. During the same period,
the Wholesale Price Index DECLINED at an
annual rate of .2%. The inflation rate for the
4th quarter of 1971 was only 1.5%, THE
LOWEST INFLATION RATE FOR A
QUARTER IN SIX YEARS. The March 1972
cost of living index, showed virtually no
increase in prices' - for the first time since
1966. Furthermore, interest rates are
continuing to decline, giving evidence of the
continuing decrease in inflationary expectations. Clearly, :.the "New Economic
Policy" is having its desired effect, and will
continue to do so, if given the chance.
One of Mr. Nixon's primary campaign
pledges in 1968 was to halt the rising crime
rates. It is safer to roam America's streets
(Continued on P.Hi)
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(Classified)
(Editor's note: Beginning this issue, the
TRIPOD will accept classified
advertisements, at the rate of $1.60 per inch.
Announcements of campus events - lectures,
dances, academic opportunities - will be
inserted free of charge. All notices are due
Sunday at 1 p.m. in the TRIPOD office.)
Girl with Lowest Number (797.5)
(But High Potential)
Will Accept Any Roommate
(Regardless of race, color, creed, or sex)
High Number Preferred
Apply Pamela Bloom #427

"PERSONS of various occupations
regarding
N.
American and Overseas Opportunities, up to $2,600.00
monthly. For complete information write to JOB
RESEARCH, Box 1253, Sta-A,
Toronto, Ont. Enclose $5 to cover
cost."

Swing into Spring with a Swing
Analysis. An inexpensive way to have
your Golf Swing checked by
THE PROFESSIONAL
GOLF SCHOOL
Tel. 246-3977

VOLKSWAGEN
Completely rebuilt engines, all
models. Will rebuild your
engines, also install.
— Honest, Reliable—
VOLKSWAGEN ENGINE
SPECIALISTS
Tel. 269-8570

ELECTIONS
Elections will be held Thursday May 4 for all
student positions in faculty committees, the
TCC, and the student activities and budget
committees. Nominating petitions, containing
IS signatures, are due Sunday in a box in the
Mather lobby. Election statements will be
printed in next week's TRIPOD. Statements
are due Sunday at 1 p.m. and may not exceed 90
words.
BICENTENNIAL
As a ma|or part of Connecticut's observance
of the Bicentennial of the American
Revolution, the Connecticut Bicentennial
Commission will publish some 35 to 40
Bicentennial Booklets, a series to be modeled
somewhat on the Connecticut Tercentenary
Pamphlets, edited some 40 years ago by the
late Professors Charles M. Andrews and
George M. Dutcher. The project is under the
editorship of Glenn Weaver, Associate
Professor of History at Trinity College, Hartford, and co-editor of the Papers of Jonathan
Trumbull.
SOFTBALL
The Student Scholarship Fund announces a
Softball game between the DKE All-Stars and
the Noyes House Nurds, Softball champions of
Vassar. During the exhibition game, Jackie St.
James will be collecting donations for the
Student Scholarship Fund.

FILMS
Resnais' "Night in Fog" and Riefenstahl's
"Triumph of the World," will be shown In the
Cinestudio at 1:15 p.m. this afternoon'. All are
invited. The films are being sponsored by Dr.
Bankwitz, History 322.
INTERVIEWS
Students are invited to inverview candidates
for the position of Assistant Dean for Community Life. Mohamed Jibrell will be available
for interviewing between 1:30 and 3:00 p.m. on
Wednesday, April 26 In the Alumni Lounge.
Benjamin Foster, 172, will be available for
interviews between 2:30 and 4:00 p.m. Monday,
May 1 in the Senate Room . Students are
asked to report their opinions of the candidates
to J. Ronald Spencer, Dean for Community
Life.
BUDGET
President Lockwood will make a presentation on Trinity's 1972-1973 budget at 4 p.m.
Monday, May 1 in Wean Lounge
ORGANIZATIONS
Budgets for all student organizations must be
turned in by Wednesday, April 26. Submit them
to: Thomas S. Ashford, Box 1101 or call: 2463876.

BOOKSTORE
SALE

PUERTO RICO
A special summer in Puerto RIcan culture
and language will be held again at Trinity
College, for teachers in the Hartford school
system.
The eight-week program, beginning June 26,
will include Intensive language training In
Spanish, with emphasis on Puerto RIcan
speech, and in-depth exposure to Puerto Rican
life and culture through seminars, field trips
and visits to Puerto Rican families, as well as a
trip to Puerto Rico.
Any public school teacher in Hartford who
will be teaching classes with substantial
numbers of Puerto RIcan pupils next year may
apply for the program. The participants will be
limited to a maximum number of 16, and
applicants should have either a minimal or no
knowledge of Spanish.
Credit for two graduate courses will be given
after successful completion of the program.
The credits may be applied towards a Master
of Arts in Education degree at Trinity, or
transferred to another institution.
Cost to the individual participants is $200,
which covers the cost of the flight to Puerto
Rico, registration fees and books.
Applications should be submitted to the
Office of Community Affairs, Trinity College.
GROWTH
On the evening of April 5 two plainclothesmen and one uniformed officer of the
Hartford police department knocked on a
North Campus Hall room and requested entrance. Bill Ferns'75 let them in and Hartford's
finest rushed to the window sill to Investigate a
suspicious looking plant which appeared to be
growing out of a Yago-Sangrian bottle. On
finding that the plant was only a plastic
imitation cannibis type growth the officers
exclaimed, "Jeez, you could have fooled m e t " ,
and departed.
WORKSHOP
Hartford's alternative high schools will be
the subject of the next Community Educational
Workshop sponsored by Trinity College, to be
held from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. on Saturday, May
6.
The session will be held at the Shantl School,
one of the city's alternative schools, located In
Union Station at 480 Asylum Avenue. The
workshops are open to the public. Reservations
should be made before May 4.
Main speaker at the event will be Barry
Jentz, an educational consultant from Cambridge, Mass., who was involved for two years
in the Murray Rhode Annex, an experimental
school in Newton, Mass., and who later worked
with Corning Community College, New York,
on administrative problems. He will discuss
the question, "Why Have Alternative High
Schools?"
For further Information on the workshops,
contact the Department of Community Affairs,
Trinity College.
PREREGISTRATION
The dates of preregistration for the Fall
semester of the academic year 1972-73 have
been changed from April 27-28 to May 15-16.
The Announcement of Courses and Permission
slips will be available through the campus mall
on or about the 5th of May.

FELLOWSHIPS
The UofH College of Education will offer,- r
one-year fellowships, beginning July l d ! , !* ;
time study by recent college gradua e n 'j
twin areas of counseling and special serll '<
This program, like the summer s t f t !
intended to train career professionals,
provide effective counseling and sp c J? ;
5er
vices is offered.
'
The year-long project consists of 30 sem«t»
hours distributed among classroom /
perience, community Involvement and servi™
and a college counseling internship A $2«
stipend Is available, plus $500 dependent!
lcy
allowances.
F o r f u r t h e r I n f o r m a t i o n and application
f o r m s , i n respect t o both t h e 1972 summer In
s t i t u t e a n d the f e l l o w s h i p p r o g r a m , prospective
students m a y c o n t a c t : D r . Edward W PeDvne
d i r e c t o r , I n s t i t u t e f o r College Counselors of
M i n o r i t y a n d L o w - I n c o m e Students, RoonUU
in U n i v e r s i t y H a l l , U n i v e r s i t y of Hartford JOO •
1
B l o o m f l e l d A v e . , West H a r t f o r d , Conn, 06117
Call In p e r s o n , w r i t e or phone: (Hart
f o r d / a r e a code 203— 523-4811, Ext. 681,774 or

MAGAZINE
Singlescope, a monthly magazine with an
emphasis on single people between the ages of
19 and 30, Is interested in articles concerning
the events and news from your particular itcollege or city. Items about bars, en- '•
tertalnment, music and activities are needed
most. Also, longer articles dealing with
national or regional topics of Interest to single
readers (music, politics and legalities, record
reviews, gay liberation, women's liberation,
ecology, abortion, drugs) are needed. Articles
should be double-spaced and from 1,500 up,
Photography and art work, especially that
accompanying an article, welcome. No pornography, please. Payment upon publication,
All manuscripts should be typed with name and
address on each page. Include a self-addressed
envelope. Send all submissions to: The Editor,
Singlescope Magazine, 203 Locust Street,
Springfield, Massachusetts 01108,

COUNSELING
A six-week summer program designed to
enhance the competence of counselors who
advise minority and low-income college
students, will be held July 10 - August 18 on
campus at the University of Hartford.
The student counselor program this summer
will focus on career development and contingency management, community analysis
and organization, human motivation and
learning, and Institutional change -goalsand
strategies.
•
;
Each participant will concentrate,on two of
these four areas of specialized study.
Thirty participants w i l l be accepted,
Graduate credit may be earned In.two areas the Master of Educatlpn degree. program Jfl
counseling and guidance, and the CertlfkataP
Advanced Graduate Study (CAGS) program!*
these fields.
Counselors and student-service personnel
enrolled In the program will receive free
tuition, plus a weekly stipend of $75, with $15
dependency allowances.

WORLD PREMIERE
FRIDAY, APRIL 28, 1972

TWO DAYS ONLY

APRIL 26th and 27th

starring

HAL SHERMAN
JOE PETRULLO
CAROLYN LENZ
ALISHA FONTAINE
producer

NICHOLAS PAINOIRIS
director

ASSORTED BOOKS
AND
MERCHANDISE
DISCOUNTS UP TO 5 0 %

•s."

I

ANIMALS
CLOTHING
GIFTS
CERAMICS
PICTURES
ETCETERA.

STEVE MULLEN
a mulnick film production
a harold konover release

white rat
wEBSTER SQUARE

HELP USCLEAN HOUSE

BIRUN lURWIKt; BERLIN • PHONE m 93J3
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This Week

Commuiiity Action

TRINITY COLLEGE
Mather Campus Center
C A L E N D A R Tues., April 25 - Mond., May
1, 1972

Work with the McGovern campaign in Connecticut
A primary contest for delegates to the State
Convention on June 1 is the main focus of the
written
and
directed
by
Lewis
Williams
TUESDAY, April 25
McGovern campaign in Connecticut. The State
Goodwin Theatre - sponsored by TCB
12:30-5:00 p.m. - High School Day sponsored
Convention later in June will in turn name the
5:15 p.m. - Shabbat Service and Kiddush • delegates to the National Democratic Conby Cerberus. Registration on the Quad (Wean
Goodwin Lounge
Lounge if inclement weather).
vention.
7:30 and 10:00 p.m. • Film (as Wed.)
3:00 p.m.-V. Baseball - U.of H. -Home
Students are invited to take part in many
8:00 p.m. - Star Night Observations from
3:00 p.m.-V. Track-Williams- Home
activities:
Elton Roof, weather permitting
3:30p.m. -V. Lacrosse- Nichols- Home
A telephone survey of all registered
8:00 p.m. • Concert: "The Chi-Lites" - Ferris
7:30 p.m. - Room Selection Process Democrats in Hartford is now being conducted.
Center. Admission: $4.00advance sale, $4.50 at Spend a few hours sampling opinions and
Washington Rm.
the door - sponsored by TCB.
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. - Film: "The Playboy of
discovering McGovern supporters.
SATURDAY, April 29
the Western World" - Cinestudio
A door to door canvass is also being planned.
10:00
a.m.-2:00
p.m.
Hike
sponsored
by
8:00 p.m. - Lecture by Dr. Murray Schwartz Meet the voters in person by taking part.
Human Relations Committee • gathering in
"Literary Criticism and Contemporary
Circulate petitions for the June 1 primary, if
front of Downes Memorial
Psychoanalysis", sponsored by Depts. of
you are a registered Democrat in Hartford.
2:00 p.m.-V. Baseball -Tufts-Away. CrewEnglish and Psychology • McCook Auditorium
Help plan a rock concert in the early part of
Heavyweight - Kerr Cup at Phila. Crew 10:00 p.m. - Postludes - Garmany Hall
May to raise funds for the McGovern camLightweight - Pres. Cup at Poughkeepsie
10:30 p.m. - The Eucharist - Chapel
paign.
3:00 p.m. - Self Defense Demonstration 12:30 p.m. - The Eucharist • Chapel
Work in the McGovern
campaign
Washington Rm. - sponsored by TCB - ad- headquarters. The names of all registered
WEDNESDAY, April 26
mission free
Democrats in the City are now being tranLightweight Crew • Andover - Home
9:30 p.m. • Cabaret: "Family Connection"
scribed on individual filing cards.
3:00 p.m. - V. Baseball - Coast Guard - Home
formerly known at "The Technicons" - sponIf you want to volunteer or get more insored by TCB. Admission: $3.50 per couple,,
3:00 p.m. - Tennis - Springfield - Home
formation, visit or call the McGovern cam$2.00 per person - Washington Rm,
7:30 p.m. - Room Selection Process (conpaign headquarters at 539 Park St. (off Broad
tinued) - Washington Rm.
7:30 and 10 p.m. - Film (as Wed.)
St.), telephone: 527-0183 or 527-0184.
7:30 p.m. - Chess Club - Rm. 117, McCook
SUNDAY, April 30
Independent Study
Bldg.
10:30 a.m. • The Eucharist - Chapel
Involvement in the Hartford community
7:30p.m.and 10:00p.m. - Film: "Fantasia"1:15 p.m. - Newman Apostolate Mass through study and work is possible for
Cinestudio
Alumni Lounge
THURSDAY, April 27
2:30 p.m. - Film: "The Lavender Hill Mob" • academic credit through independent study.
Arrangements should be made before pre11:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. and 7:00-10:00 p.m. • Cinestudio
Roten Gallery • Sale of Graphics and Prints 4:00 p.m. • Jazz Concert: Gary Bartz & NTU registration in mid-May. If you would like some
help in locating a suitable work or research
Austin Arts Center
Troop - Washington Rm. Admission: $3.00 opportunity in the City, please see Ivan Backer,
sponsored by TCB
3:00 p.m. - Writer's Workshop "The Role of
326 McCook, ext. 310.
the Black Writer". Panelists: Mignon An7:30 and 9:10 p.m. - Films: "The Lavender
derson, Liz Grant, Walter Meyers, George
Hill Mob", "The Ladykillers" - Cinestudio
Davis - Wean Lounge - sponsored by TCB
7:00 p.m. - Folk Dancing - Wean Lounge
Community Reporter
MONDAY, May 1
3:30 p.m. - Women's Lacrosse at Kent School
Do you like to write? Would you like to do
3:00 p.m.- Freshman Tennis - Choate - Home
8:00 p.m. - Lecture by Dr. William Grier,
publicity for the local anti-poverty agency?
M.D., co-author of Black Rage - Washington
7:00 p.m. - Smokers Clinic • L.S.C.
Hartford's Community Renewal Team would
Rm. - sponsored by TCB.
8:30 p.m. - The Third Michael P. Getlin
like to have a student working as a volunteer or
7:00-8:15 p.m. - Smokers Clinic - L.S.C.
for independent study for about one day a
Lecture in Religion by William Stringfellow.
7:30 and 10:00 p.m. - Film: "Fantasia" "An Ethics of Resistance for Christians and week, on a very flexible schedule. This job will
Cinestudio
Other Aliens in a Strange Land" - Washington get you out into the community and in touch
with people. Contact Ivan Backer, McCook 326,
FRIDAY, April 28
Room
Ext. 310.
4:15 p.m. - Production: "Tragedy In Black"
7:30 and 9:10 - Films (as Sunday)

Do you want to fight racism?
Education/Instruction is a consulting group
of three people, one black, one Puerto Rican,
and one white, which is conducting research
and designing programs on a multi-cultural
basis for the disadvantaged. Students can help
in conducting research and writing reports.
Contact Ivan Backer, McCook 326, ext. 310.
On Wednesday, April 26, the Connecticut
News and Letters Committee will hold a
discussion on "The Logic and Scope of Capital,
Vols. II & I I I , " from the book Marxism and
Freedom, by Raya Dunayevkaya. The
discussioivwffl be introduced by a member of
the committee, after which everyone will have
his or her chance to ask questions, argue, state
his views, or ]ust listen.
The meeting will begin at 8:00 p.m. at the
Unitarian Meeting House at 200 Bloornfietd
Avenue (by the University of Hartford.)
Students are needed to canvass in the Hartford community for signers of a petition expressing sentiment against the war in Vietnam
and support of the Case Church Bill. Contact
Box #845 or go to the College Action
Headquarters for information and forms.

H.J. Gray, President of United Aircraft, the nation's 8th largest military
contractor in 1971, will be dedicating a
building at University of Hartford next
Sunday at 4:00 p.m.
Anyone interested in peacefully
protesting United Aircraft's involvement
in the war industry should contact Burt
Picard at Box 677, 247-8429.

Electric Factory Concerts Assents

IN PERSON! IN CONCERT!

Sun, April 30

ial Aud.
8 pm

$450550650
TICKET LOCATIONS-Bushnell,
open 10 to 5,Mon-Sat; Lasalle
Music,West Hartford; Marty's
Record Shop, BtoomfieW.

MCAT-DAT-GRE
LSAT- ATGSB
NAT1.BDS.
Preparation tor tests required for
admission to graduate and professional schools
Six and twelve session courses
Small groups
Voluminous material for home study
prepared by experts in each field
Lesson schedule can be tailored to
meet individual heeds.
Opportunity for review of past
lessons via tape at the center

Summer Sessions
Special Compact Courses
Weekends - lntersessions
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTERED
1676 E»116th SUMt Brooklyn, N. V

(212) 336-5300
(516) 538-4555
SINCE 1938,
DAYS. EVENINGS. WEEKENDS
Bonon • Phil.. • WMhinoton ' Delroll • L w A r w t o " Mln
Tht Tutoring School with tkt NalioniMt Rtputatio*

When was the last time
you slept out in the woods?
If you're a backpacking or
mountaineering enthusiast, it
wasn't long ago. And it was great.
If you're not, maybe now is the
time to begin.
.
This year, Clapp & Treat introduces
another great name in backpacking and
mountaineering to Central Connecticut:
Sierra Designs. And the Camp Shop,
one of New England's most complete,
continues to feature The North Face,
America's Alpine Equipment Specialists,
Also, Kelty, Gerry, Alpine Designs, Jan
Sport, Camp Trails, Mountain Master,
Eiger, Blacks, White Stag, and Eureka
equipment and clothing,

B

to Sportsmen sine* 1887
9 Outfitters to Sportsmen stnc« 1887

672 Farmington Ave. West Hartford

Rich-Moor, Mountain House, and
Wilson freeze-dried foods.
Fabiano, Bass, and Vasque boots.

iiCiapp&Treat

;
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Off Campus

The Olympics: Munich 1972
By Charles Charuvastr

percent of those who live there are under 30.
In the city itself there are more than 36,000
Across the sea
students. The people are friendly and full of
The shade of sun,
hospitality. The cost of living is small,
Like the true Olympic flame
especially the famous and delicious local
that passed it on throughout everyone,
beer.
Stand beside my friend
From August 26 through September 10 the
All true people of the world
Olympic flame will be lighted in Munich - as
to see the victory is peace
a widely visible sign of the beginning of the
—Jon Denver Olympic Games. It will be the first return of
Summer is just around the corner. If you the summer games to Germany since the
are planning to travel abroad, especially to Berlin Olympics in 1936. At that time Hitler
Europe, this is the year you cannot and went all out to turn the Olympic competition
into a pompous extravaganza reflecting his
should not miss.
Not only will you enjoy a variety of vision'of Nazi grandeur. But this time, the
sceneries, astonishing cultures, and approach is more modest. The West Gerhospitality of native people of the countries man Olympic Committee will use the games
you visit, but Europe this summer is of- to introduce to the world a new and different
fering you something rather unusual, Germany.
Symbolically, when the Olympic flame is
something that rarely occurs in Europe,
something that is going to be extraordinary lighted on August 26, it is to spread its light
and highly spectacular, something that if
you witness it you will be amazed and will
never forget. This summer, Europe is offering you M jnieh to be a seat of time - The
Manhattanville College in New York
Summer Olympic Games from August 26 will replace the traditional letter grading
September 10, 1972.
system and course credits witha portfolio
To become acquainted with Munich, here
containing examples of the students
is a little historic background. Founded in
work, plus written evaluations by
1158, Munich was for centuries the seat of
teachers, beginning in the fall.
Bavairan rulers. Their architecture was
According to a report published in The
Italian, their dream was of Athens. But their
Chronicle of Higher Education the portachievements were all their own.
folios will include copies of research
Located at 48 degrees north of the
papers, tests, reports on field work,
Equator, 50 miles north of the Alps, 40 miles
photographic record of art work,
bouth of the Danube and 1700 feet above sea
critiques of recitals, and information on
level, Munich lies in the very heart of
out-of-class work such as summer jobs,
central Europe. Today Munich, the capital
internships, and extracurricular acof the Bavarain province, with 1.4 million
tivities.
inhabitants, is the third largest city in
"The portfolio will be a collection of the
Western Europe.
best work done by a students," according
If you visit there this summer, you will
to Neil P, Eurich, provost and dean of the
discover that its traditions and historic
faculty.
buildings are only one aspect of Munich's
A faculty board will review the
life. The other is that of modernized transtudent's portfolio at the end of the
sport, ceaseless town planning, countless
second year and again when the student
bars, discotheques, restaurants and street
requests a degree.
cafes - a city of din for the many and
tranquility for the few.
, Munich is becoming a youthful city: 41.5

Grading

Oberlin
(CPS)
Students at Oberlin College
here opposed to the 10 percent federal excise
phone tax because it supports the Indochina
war have received some aid from the
college treasurer's office.
As of last week, tax resisters can pick up
forms in the office explaining to the phone
company, and the Internal Revenue Service, that their refusal to pay the tax is in
consequence to their war opposition.
The form asks for name, home address,
student I. D. number, telephone billing
number, the amount not paid and the date.
According to Oberlin junior Chip Coffman, who has worked with college and
Northern Ohio Telephone Company officials
on the new policy, the forms give no more
information to the Internal Revenue Service
than they receive on form 376B which the
phone company must submit to the IRS
when subscribers refuse to pay the tax.
According to a pamphlet issued by War
Tax Resistance, the 10 percent telephone
excise tax was first enacted in 1941 as a
temporary tax. "The tax.. .has consistently
been raised around the time of a war," the
pamphlet says.
. • •
In April, 1966, federal legislation was
passed restoring the 10 percent tax on phone
bills, specifically because of the Indochina
war. Subsequent measures to phase out the
tax have been postponed several times
because of the war. Currently, the tax is
scheduled to phase out in 1984; '

Cerberus
On Tuesday, April 25 from 12:30 to 5
o'clock pm. Cerberus will sponsor its
first Trinity-Connecticut High School
Day. Forty Connecticut high schools
have been invited to participate in this
program which includes a tour, faculty
reception, meeting .with admissions
representative and observation of
athletic events.

Republicans . . .
from page 13
now; homicide rates have been declining
over the past four years in no less than seven
of our ten largest cities.
The Democratic Candidates' decision to
base their campaign against Nixon on his
personality, rather than his record is, in
effect, a tacit concession that this record is
relatively sound and unassailable. It is a
record that deserves the support and approval of every American citizen. I believe
that President Nixon's courageous and
innovative leadership in both domestic and
foreign affairs is earning him a place in
history among our "most effective
Presidents. It is also earning him the firm
support of an increasing number of
Americans - support that will undoubtedly
keep him in the White House for another
four years.

exhibition
and sale
original
5 J I Q | J i i l l W S l purchases may be charged
i 1

I ';

TRINITY COLLEGE
AUSTIN ARTS CiNTER
THURS., APR. 27 - 1 1 am - 5 pm 7 pm • 10 pm
CHAGALL, BASKIN, ROUAULT, DAUMIER AND MANY OTHERS

! •>

ARRANGED BY FERDINAND ROTEN GALLERIES
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

throughout the world. Everywhere on five
continents, hundreds of millions of people
will have the opportunity for the first time to
witness the games through radio and
television via satellite.
Lasting more than two weeks, 12,000
athletes from more than 50 countries will
come to Munich to join the competition in 23
different events. 1,109 gold, silver and
bronze medals will be awarded to winners in
the various events.
The host of the Summer Olympics has
pledged to make this event the most
remarkable sports festival in its 75 year
history. More than 700 million dollars have
been spent in creating the site of the Games.
There is no doubt that the Olympics will be
exciting both for the competitive sports and
colorful architecture.
Tickets for the opening and closing
ceremonies have been sold out since last
year, however daily tickets are still
available. Going as a student may be difficult because most of the hotels in Munich
are booked out. But, the United States
Student Travel Services, Inc. will make
things a little easier. The U.S.S.T.S. has
quite a few attractive programs. If you join
this program, a two-week stay with room
and board (Not including transportation)
will cost $91.00. Information is available at
U.S.S.T.S., Inc., 866 2nd Ave., N.Y., N.Y.,
10017.
The Olympic Games have different
meanings for many people. Some see it as
an international sports festival. To many
people, especially the athletes, these games
imply that every four years, a troop of top
athletes, regardless of their nationality,
religious or political affiliation, will meet
and compete in an atmosphere of friendship
good will and cooperation.

Educated
People
Underused
A National Education Association task
force created last year has warned that the
nation "will under-utilize increasing
numbers of college-educated people unless
larger numb of appropriate employment
opportunities are opened for college
graduates."
The task force, appointed last June,
declared: "The supply of young manpower
is growing at a record rate, the number of
jobs is not growing as rapidly as a few years
ago, and the situation is more critical for
college educated manpower than for
workers who have not attended college,"
The report indicates that the number of
young people ready to enter the labor
market will continue to set records yearly
until the early 1980's as a result of the high
birth rate in the late 1940's and through the
1950's. Growth of the entire male labor force
will have been an estimated 30 per cent from
1960 to 1980, while the 20-to 24-year-old male
labor force will have increased 78 per cent.
The task force said it elected to quickly
explore the employment situation of young
males as a starting point and noted: "It is
reasonable to assume that if the trend is
toward an undersupply of jobs for male
college graduates, the same trend probably
will be applicable to female college
graduates to an equal or greater extent."
The report notes that not only will the young
work force become a greater percentage of
the total work in the future, but that a
greater proportion of the college-age people
will be getting degrees than in the past.

lfes,there are a lot of
good reasons for women
to quit smoking.
Find your s.
(
) That "Smoke Pretty" ad makes me furious. Whoever made
that up knows where the money is—fewer women than men are
quitting. But they won't get rich over my dead body.
(
) I want to be a teacher. How can I discourage kids from
smoking when I smoke?
(
) I know my father's been trying to quit. How can he with
me still puffing away?
(
) I want to wake up feeling fresh and clean again. I've had it
with nicotine hang-over in the mornings.
(
) The thing that appeals to me most is: If you quit for good,
in most cases it can be as if you never smoked.
( ) Somewhere in the back of my head I've been nursing the
illusion that smoking is really only dangerous for men. I've just
seen the latest statistics. The death rate for women who smoke
is more than 20% higher than for women who don't, We've come a
long way baby, but I'm not going any further.
Now all you need is help and encouragement. Send a postcard
today to: Women and Smoking, Rockville, Md. 20852. And we'll
send some free booklets to help and encourage you.
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
This space contributed as a public service,

THEATRE ARTS - TRINITY COLLEGE
To commemorate Thornton Wilder's 75th birthday
presents

OUR TOWN
Friday, Saturday, Sunday - May 5, 6, 7
James Lippincott Goodwin Theatre
Austin Arts Center
Curtain: 8:15 p.m.
Reservations: 527-8062

General Admission: $2.00
Student Admission: $1.00
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An early abortion
is not only safer, it's
cheaper.
$150 during the
first 10 weeks.
An early abortion is easier on your mind, your
body and your pocketbook.
So call us now and let us help you get a le_gal,
safe and inexpensive one. By an M.D. in a clinic or
hospital.
If you have the abortion during thefirst10
weeks of pregnancy, it will cost only about $150. And
no matter when you have it, there's no charge for
our service.
But if you're going to have an abortion
eventually, have it now. Call us at (212) 489-7794
Monday through Friday, between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m.
New York time.

When you know it's for keeps
Happily, all your special moments together will
be symbolized forever by your engagement and
wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake, is in the
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement diamond
is perfect, of superb color, and precise cut. Your
Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of many lovely
styles. He's in the yellow pages under "Jewelers."

1C&
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REGISTERED

Free Abortion Referral Service
fo)mZPG-New¥ork

SLICO®

DIAMOND

RINGS
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LIFE

CYCLE

Protection'changes automatically! Financial responsibilities increase in young adult years and decrease in later years. The
benefits of the Life Cycle policy correspond to those changing
financial needs. Level premiums and a final paid-up policy make
the Life Cycle policy valuable property to own.

Buy Your Keepsake Ring

from
Uo ue

JOHN HAGEARTY AGENCY
Tel. 658-2295

714 Hopmeadow St.
Simsbury, Conn. 06070

WIIJYUAL T R U S T Life Insurance Company
lerd

95754 FARMINSTON A " .
WEST HARTFORD, CONN. 0 6 1 0 7 _

There is NOTHING FINER IN LIFE INSURANCE.
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Women Wallop Wesleyau

The Old Grind
By Hoops Donsky
Here's what's going to happen next week,
for those of you who are going to be so busy
that you miss it.
Today. Rain. You try to do your laundry,
but can't find any detergent.
Wed. Rain. Stayed up late the night
before, watching Late Movie, Invasion of
the Giant Preying Mantis Snatchers. As a
result of which, sleep late, arrive at Mother
Hall too late for lunch. Grab a Drake's
Coffee Cake in the Cave. Starve until dinner
and after it. Visit the library but be so
repelled by the studious atmosphere that
you leave after 10 minutes. Go out to Star
discount. Watch Mannix. Wasted all that
time, didn't do your laundry. Console
yourself by watching late movie.
Thu. A nice day, by gum. However, still
sleep late. However, make it to Mother Hall.
Humbo Jumbos. Stagger to PDM for some
food. Walk up New Britain Ave., stopping at
Packie for suds and at Cumbersome Farms
for suds. Play softball all afternoon. Head
for library after dinner but get mysteriously
hijacked to Topps in Wilson. No time to do
laundry. Don't watch movie, but complain
vigorously that CBS doesn't show any good
movies. Complain for an hour, watch last
half of movie anyway.
Fri. No classes. 37 degrees, 50%
probability of snow. Set aside whole day to
do laundry. Laundry: a) takes 45 minutes to
get a washer b) clothes get. washed - no
driers c) after another half hour put clothes

By Robin Adelson

Having defeated Amherst (5-4) and
Williams (6-3), the Trinity Titans picked up
their third victory in as many attempts
besting U Conn (Storrs) on Saturday with a
in drier. Lose a quarter when nothing score of 7-2.
There were five singles and two doubles
happens d) next drier - lose another quarter
when drier gets hot but doesn't go around, e) victories. Gary Mescon, Dick Palmer, Jeff
finally get a drier that gets hot and goes Harris, Rob Goldman and Jon Emery
around - take three times to dry all your (numbers one, two, three, four and five
clothes, f) get clothes back to room, respectively) were responsible for the
discover you have six socks that don't singles's wins.
match, f) Threaten to kill Jessee White.
In doubles action, the combinations o f
More Fri. Mother Hall food has you down. Mescon-Palmer and Emery-Sutherland
Go out to eat. Wash a meal of 2 Big Macs won, while Goldman-Harris lost.
down with 3 Harvey Wallbangers. Watch
Captain Dick Palmer feels that Wesleyan
first half of movie, spend the rest of your life (May 3) and U of Rhode Island (May 10)
wondering how it all comes out.
pose the toughest potential competition for
Saturday. Rain, For a change, sleep late. the varsity team.
Don't do anything constructive, even though
Their winning streak will be challenged in
you have 3 papers and 7 tests next week. two home games this week. Springfield
Drive to Meriden, Avon, Clinton, Madison, College will be here on Wednesday (at 3:00),
Oxford, Hamden, Willimantic, East and M.I.T. arrives on Saturday (at 2:00).
Hempstead, or Philadelphia. Get back in
Results: Mescon (T) def. Ulrich 6-4, 6-3;
time to miss dinner but in time for Roller Palmer (T) def. McDonald 6-1, 6-3; Harris
Derby. Watch TV all night, including (T) def. Kahn 7-6, 6-3; Goldman (T) def.
Svenguli and whatever horror Channel three Norton 6-0, 7-5; Emery (T) def. Scarlata 6-4,
dishes out after that. Get to bed after sun up. 6-3; Kligman (C) def. Palamar 2-6, 6-2, 6-2;
Sunday. Sleep late, like to 5:00. Don't Mescon and Palmer (T) def. Ulrich and
notice the weather because your too tired; Norton 6-1, 6-3; McDonald and Tiberio (C)
stumble out the door in your shirt sleeves def. Harris and Goldman 2-6,6-4,7-5; Emery
into a hailstorm. Edit the Tripod. Get to and Sutherland (T) def. Kahn and Scarlata
sleep early.
6-2, 6-4.
Monday. Arraagghh. Monday. Go back to
The women's tennis team traveled to
sleep until Tuesday.
Wesleyan on Wednesday and picked up their
Tuesday. The start of another week. Rain. first victory of the season defeating them 5Read the Tripod, starting with the Sports 1-1.
Page. Comment to all your friends what a
Winning in singles were Emily Barron,
genius Hoops Donsky is.
Vicky Tilney, Sarah Throne, and Gigi

enjoy
Summer's coming - time to get it together with lots of time for the things
that count. Whether you're going on the road, or working for what you
believe in, or just hanging loose- have a good summer.
In any case, now's the time to call us to make arrangements for disconnecting your phone. It's your protection against having to pay for long
distance calls that you never made. We'll also be glad to arrange for
your phone in the fall, if you're coming back.

i':
'!

And thanks for the opportunity to serve you.

Southern New England Telephone

Bradford; playing two, three, four anrtn
respectively. Number one C a r c X S
to Wesleyan's number one woman R,?
Banant y ne.AllexceptThr O neSd Ba J;
mi
are freshmen.
In the doubles matches, Annie Force and
Deidre Redden won. The second fig
match, played by the combination of j S
Wiggins and Louise Richardson was S
after the first set due to, "darkness."

Bananas
L a s t week the Tripod erroneously
reported that the banana was invented In
1837. This week, however, Tripod banana
Reporter Matthew Moloshok has discovered
a little-known manuscript wrapped around a *•
cigar in the cage section of the library which
indicates contrary information. According
to the article, written in 1967 by noted
Banana Authority, John W. Muller, the item
originally thought to be a banana was in
actuality a human nose. In other words, that
ain't a banana, that was a nose.
The article further goes on to state that
not only was the banana not invented in 1837,
but in fact was never invented and does not
exist. This article is generally not believed.
Please note that entries in the Tripod
Name the Banana contest should be submitted wrapped in waxed paper by May
15th.
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Amherst Tops Laxmen
By Jay Saunders
The Trinity College lacrosse team lost
twice on the road last week, 13-1 to Amherst
and 10-9 to Tufts. In conjunction with earlier
defeats, 13-3 to Middlebury and 9-8 to Holy
Cross, the Trin' crossmen now hold an 0-4
record on the season.
In the Wednesday game at Amherst, the
Bantams encountered a more experienced,
more methodical and more brutal team.
Trinity players also were heard to complain
about the rather "loose" officiating, which
favored the more physical team. Several

Heavyweights
Ontrow Ithaca
Face Williams Today

Trinity College's crew team ran into
some trouble last Saturday when it entered
a race against Ithaca College, Marist and
(Photo by David Levin)
King's Point (U.S. Merchant Marine
Academy). In the four races, only the
Varsity Heavyweight eight emerged as
victors.
Furthermore, even this victory was a bit
tainted. With a little more than two hundred
meters to go, the number seven oarsman for
Ithaca lost control of his oar.
Ithaca obviously had not planned on this
situation, for their boat was thrown into a
state of confusion for several seconds, until
they could recoup their rhythm. By that
time the hard-working Trinity crew had
England's champion over 100 and 220 yds., pulled into the lead, and they won by about
caught his man from behind to bring the one and one-half lengths.
Bantams victory and set Barrabbas
Meanwhile, neither the Varsity Lightcrowing.
weights, the JV's nor the Freshman teams
Distance weaknesses may make victories won. The lights, battling wind, water,
hard to come by this year, but from the Marist and the . Merchant Marine, were
standpoint of school records, it looks as beaten by the two latter while handling the
though '72 will be quite exciting. In at least two former. In other words, the lights rowed
eight different events, Trinity men are well, but didn't have enough, as they had to
challenging the old marks. (It should be wage a continual come from behind race.
noted here that, through some unac- Marist took the tight race, beating out the
countable oversight, Tom Buchenau's Marine by a length and the Trin lights by
Amherst-cage-record-setting 45 yd. hurdle another half.
race went unreported by the Tripod. HisOn Wednesday, the lights take on Antime in that race is unknown by this dover and Conn. Collge. Saturday sees a full
reporter.) (It also should be noted that I'm schedule as the varsity travels to the City of
sick and tired of being referred to as 'this Brotherly Love (Phila.) for the Kerr Cup
reporter' and will henceforth call myself 'El and the lights go west to Poughkeepsie for
Magnifico'.)
the President's Cup,

Trackmen Lose Two
By Jerry Ferrari
The track team opened its outdoor season
Wednesday, hosting a tough team from
Union. Trinity lost by a score of 85-72.
The weight men "showed good strength"
as it were, winning 24 out of a possible 36
points. (24/36=12/18=6/9.2/3».666666...) The
sprinters
were also impressive and,
combined with the distance jumpers, took 33
out of 43. Both hurdlers won, but a lack of
depth prevented much of an overall point
gain. Unfortunately the tracksters were
weak in the 440-on-up events and in the pole
vault and high jump, although in the high
jump at least, the competition was very
stiff. Czajkowski went 6'2" and did not
place. According to informed sources, this is
highly irregular.
The afternoon's highlight came in the 440
relay. Anchorman Ron Duckett, New

Bants sustained injuries of varying degrees
of seriousness, most serious of which was a
blow to the head received by Jeff Kupperman.
The Lord Je.fs had a shutout until near the
end of the co test, when Rick Johansen
netted one. Or the whole, however, the
Trinity showing against the 4-0 Amherst
group was quite disappointing.
Saturday's game against Tufts was
marred by one big brawl and several lesser
incidents. The brawl erupted when a Tufts
defender jumped on John Westermann.
Although players from both benches joined
in the fight, no one was ejected. A Tufts
player was ejected later, in the 3rd quarter,
when he took a swipe at a prostrate Trinman.
The game was close all the way, but again
the inexperienced Bantams, who start only 3
Seniors, were unable to take advantage of
numerous opportunities to score. Jack
Nelson played an excellent game, setting up
severalBantam scores. Westermann scored
3, and Chris Wyle 2 for our side.
This week is a busy one. The team plays
Nichols today and Bowdoin Friday, and MIT
Saturday. The first two games are at home,
the latter being a makeup of an earlier
rainout,
-WomenThe women's lacrosse team won their first
victory of the season defeating the MacDuffie School on Friday, 10-4. Coached by
Jane Millspaugh and assisted by senior
Cindy Gould, the ladies demonstrated fine
passing ability and teamwork.
Two twenty-minute periods were played.
The first goal came with 17:54 showing on
the clock, made by Cinda Kittredge, who
was also responsible for the third goal. Joan
Seelye scored next, at 12:32. Holly Nelson
had the fourth goal of the period at 6:36.
Six goals were scored in the second
period. Joan Seelye led off at 17:34, followed
by Toly Roby at 11:55. Wendy Cravitz made
the next two, Joan Seelye had the ninth, and
Toly Roby scored the last with 1:17
remaining.
The MacDuffie defense was totally unprepared to stop the Trinity ladies, although
they managed to score four goals themselves.
Three other matches have been
scheduled. The next will be a home game on
Thursday against the Kent School.

Roller Derby Strikes Again!

Chiefs Clobber Red Devils
By Dexter Peebles

Tripod Roller Derby Reporter
Dispatched by no one in particular, this players appeared tired and unwilling to ball-bearings. While thus occupied Sandy
reporter motored through extreme wetness start trouble. But the fans, dutifully booing Dunn leapt upon her, but ended up sprawled
to the Eastern States Coliseum on April 16 to the likes of Bob Woodberry and cheering the across the Red Devils' bench (that Clay is
cover a playoff game between the Chiefs lengendary Charlie O'Connell, stirred the quick).
With the crowd shrieking for Lydia to be
and the Red Devils of the International combatants into a rousing brawl to end the
half. Chiefs' pivot-man Bill Groll landed ejected, the men took to the banked track for
Roller Derby League.
Now, for those of you who have bothered some nice shots, but Pete Boyd of the Red the sixth period. Groll and big Tony Smith
to continue reading, let me first say that the Devils won the belligerence battle, drawing immediately teamed on a jam that netted
Chiefs triumphed, 40-37. But of course, all three penalties. Woodberry, usually a four big ones for the home-town Chiefs.
skate fans know that the score is of superb fouler, played rather tamely in the Ronnie Nelson followed with another point
relatively small importance in a Derby first half, probably because of an injury. for our heroes, but the hated Bob Dancel
game. The fisticuffs and fouls are much Top jammer Allen Littles helped take up the sneaked in for two on the same play.
With Groll out for tripping, O'Connell
more interesting than points and assists. slack, though. Together with Boyd, he left
Ergo, I will dwell only briefly on the num- bruises on nearly all of the Chiefs' men brought the crowd to its feet with an exciting
two-point jam, but Littles notched three on
bers aspect of the contest before turning to skaters.
the good stuff.
Meanwhile, the ladies were kept hopping the very next play, cutting the Chiefs' lead
Right now there are four teams still by that wild woman, Lydia Clay of the to two with, that many minutes left in the
battling for the League championship (the Devils. The rangy Ms. Clay was repeatedly period. Dancel made up that deficit minutes
Pioneers and the Bombers were eliminated scored upon by Chief jammers, and, being later, and, with O'Connell rocketing Littles
earlier), in a round-robin competition. If a inordinately hot-tempered, insisted on over the rail, the period ended, tied at 30.
The gals, who had scored in bunches of
team loses four games, it drops out of the crippling several of the opposition to soothe
two and three, in the early going could
playoffs. By winning on April 16, the Chiefs her pride.
The Chiefs' girls skated a relatively clean manage only a point in the first six minutes.
avoided losing their fourth "game, so they
still have a chance to take it all on April 24 in slow game, with the only real excitement of their final stanza. Then Clay was passed
Madison Square Garden. To do it they'll caused by an illegal flying leg-scissor block by two enemy jammers, to the delight of the
have to outlast the Jolters, the Red Devils, by. Maureen O'Brien. Judy Maguire scored fans. The teams traded points one play
well on the jam, and was largely responsible later, and then Dunn did a number on Lydia,
and the Eagles.
pummeling the villainess mercilessly. The
So much for exposition. The crowd at the for the 21-15 halftime lead the Chiefs took crowd cried with joy at this fine show of
into
the
infirmary-er,
dressing
room.
Coliseum was rathetdisappointing (to me,
The second half began in lively fashion, sportsmanship, and the period ended in
anyway), as the place was only threefavor of the good guys, 34-32.
quarters full. Happily-, however, the with a fan leaping out of a box seat to deck
The final 12 minutes saw-the guys waste
press-box was also nearly empty, so yours Bob Woodberry. Constables speedily
truly was able to slip into the best seat in the manacled the fanatic and dragged him to a one jam, while Lydia received first aid for a
large cut on her back. Then the Devils got by
dungeon somewhere.
house.
for one, making the score 34-33. Pete Boyd
When
they
finally
got
around
to
skating,
The fans, if not legion, were at least enventured out on the next jam, and aided by
the
Devils
rallied
for
six
straight
points
thusiastic and knowledgeable. It was kind of
good blocking, lumbered for three points.
amusing listening to two plumbers discuss (three by Clay), to take the lead at 22-21 with The
Chiefs tied things up with two quickies
the relative strengths of the competing 4'47 to go in the period. But the jfetite on the
next play, as Woodberry flashed some
Maguiretallied
twoon
the
next
jam,
receiving
teams, just like it was a football game or
of his old form, wiping the infield table with
sumpin'. Evidently many people enjoy the a left uppercut from Clay for her (sic) pains., John
head. Meanwhile, a middleathletic prowess of the skaters as much as Penalized for the foul, Clay proceeded to aged Early's
matron
in the stands was asked to
clobber
four
other
skaters
with
her
helmet
their pugilistic skills.
leave the proceedings after throwing a
before
retiring
to
the
penalty
box
to
gargle
The first half was rather sluggish; the

foreign object (Spanish rice, I think it was)
onto the track.
Ronnie Nelson and Tony Smith added four
markers (how many different words are
there for "points"?) for the Chiefs, and the
Scoreboard read 40-36. Littles managed one
point on the next jam, and then went right
out on another jam, but the Chiefs wisely
streaked off on a "pull-away," and salted
away the win, 40-37.
A few post-game notes: I talked to two
middle-aged ladies at the game, who told me
they were there without their husbands.
They had seen the Derby on TV, and came to
try and figure out the rules. I also spoke with
some high school girls, who explained that
they were at the game "because we like
shiny skates." Dumbfounded at this
response, I forgot to ask for their phone
numbers as they departed, giggling.
While the track was being dismantled (a
task the players do themselves), I managed
a few words with the top jammer in the
League (and a great favorite with all us
fans), the Chiefs' Mike Gammon, who had
sat out the game with an ankle injury. Mike
is an incredibly short wiry man, who looks
like a wino with anemia. However, he was
reasonably friendly, and told me he thought
the Chiefs' chances were good in the
championships. After procuring his
autograph and bowing several times at his
feet, I departed in search of Debbie
Thompson, a stunning blonde nymph of
college age that skates for the Chiefs. But,
alas, the beauty was busy attending to the
entire Chiefs' men's team, so I left.
And so the season nears its end. Those of
you who care may watch Roller Derby on.
Saturdays and Sundays on Channel 40.
Those of you who don't care can help me find
out where Debbie Thompson lives, and then
we'll get these neat stocking masks, and....
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Foster9 McCabe Star

Baseballers Defeat Bates
By Doug Sanderson

Dusty McAdoo advances ball upfield in girl's lacrosse action Saturday. Women
defeated the MacDuffic School by 10-4 at home, Ellen Reath looks on in background. See
page 19 for details.

RPI & Amherst
Last Saturday Trinity's track team
journeyed to cosmopolitan Troy, N.Y., for a
triangular meet with R.P.I, and Amherst.
Upon arriving at Troy the team immediately summed up the environmental
conditions as windy and cold, with rain
threatening. As the day progressed the
events were hampered by the cold and wind.
The final score in the close meet was RPI 70,
Amherst 70, and Trinity on the low end of
the tight race with 52 points. As in the Union
track meet Trinity performed well in hurdles, field events and shorter races, but
failed to hold off their opponents in the
longer distances.
Ron Duckett took a first and second in the
220 and 100 yard dashes respectively. Ron's
narrow defeat in the 100 yard dash was
embroiled in controversy due to the runners'
uncertainty as to the placement of the finish
line. Senior captain Tom Buchenau added
points to the Trinity effort with a first in the
120 yard hurdles and a second in the long
jump. Trin controlled the triple jump with
Gary Czajowski placing first and Andy
Taussig taking a third. Czajowski also
finished third in the high jump, passing over
the bar at six feet. Andy Taussig, in the
intermediate hurdles, ran a strong race but
faltered a bit near the end finishing second.
Amherst's winning hurdler is the New
England champion in this event. Johanson
also picked up some fourth place points for
the team in the pole vault.
In the weight events Trinity was strongly
represented by the trio of Raws, Clement
and Naab. Normally mild mannered Raws
illustrated the team's competitive desires
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2nd and 3rd, Bill Scully was summoned
After a base on balls, Scully came back
from a 3-0 count to whiff the next batter for
the final out of the inning. But 4 more walks
in the ninth, a wild pitch, a passed ball and
only one hit, by Terry Smith, provided the
Ephmen with the 5-4 victory. Lee picked un
the win for Williams, pitching the last three
innings and giving up 3 hits and a walk
striking out 5. Scully took the loss.
I was unable to attend Saturday's
scheduled doubleheader at Coast Guard but
thanks to the Trinity College Bantam
Baseball Broadcast Boys (TCBBB) I am
able to report on the game (one was cancelled due to 35 degree, rainy weather), 1
wish particularly to thank co-chairmen
Dave Sylvestro and John Suroviak.
The Bants threatened in the first and third '
innings, getting two men on in each, but
could Hot score. But Bob Ghazey led off the
fourth with a walk, and moved to 2nd when
Rick Hall reached on an error. The bases
were loaded when Ghazey was held at 3rd
after Scully's sharp single to left. Rick
Wyatt, who was playing in the place of the
injured Dave Nichols, then forced Ghazey at
the plate, but Hall scored when McGuirk
walked. The inning ended when Jon Neuner
grounded into a double play.
Coast Guard scored twice in the fifth
when, after two walks by Scully (who had
replaced starter John Kindl when Kindl
developed a pain in his elbow in the first
inning) and a couple of stolen bases, 2nd
baseman Dave Gilmour doubled to center.
The Cadets added a run in the sixth on a
successful double-steal.
Scully was the loser for the 3rd time this
year, although he was much better than he
had been his first two times out. Coast
Guard's Walter Romanosky picked up the
win, though he was wild, walking 7 in seven
innings. Nonetheless, he gave up only 4 hits
and led the Coasties' attack with 2 hits of his
own. No Trin batter had more than 1 single.
The Bant Bombers are now 1-4 on the
season.
The Bantams play home games today and
tomorrow, against UHar and Coast Guard,
Game time is 3:00. A double-header at Tufts
on Saturday is scheduled for 1:00.

Culture
ALL .ABOUT, a cultural newspaper for
Hartford area and surrounding campus, is
happening. First printing APRIL 20. we are
now accepting contributions of poetry,
photos, film and book reviews. Call 522-7814.
Write: 40 Charter Oak Place, Hartford, Ct.,
C/O ALL ABOUT.

Golf News
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when he stomped into the locker room
believing he had lost the discus due to the
fickle fate of the resident winds. While
wallowing in self pity, he was informed that
he had won the discus throw by one incn Raws' celebration lasted the entire two hour
bus ride home. Raws also captured seconds
behind his Trinity team mates in the
hammer-throw and shotput. The Trinity
sweeps in these two events were led by
Clement's and Naab's first place finishes in
the hammer throw and shotput, Naab
completed the team scoring with a third
place in the javelin.
This week's schedule includes matches
against traditional rivals Williams and
Wesleyan on today and Friday. Trinity's
success in these meets will be dependent
upon the improvement of her long distance
runners. If the track team's prayers for
fairer skies in the upcoming . meets are
answered, a seat in the bleachers should
provide an enjoyable afternoon's diversion.
See you there?

Bill Foster, making his first start of the
season, pitched the Trinity Bantam
baseballers to their first win of the season, a
2-1 decision over Bates Wednesday at home.
In other action last week, though, the
Bantams were defeated by Williams 5-4 at
Williams and by Coast Guard 3-1 at New
London.
Foster, who plays 3rd base when he isn't
pitching, won half of the games the Trinmen
of '71 emerged victorious from, but,
strangely enough, hadn't pitched at all in the
team's first three games. The senior
righthander ran into trouble as early as the
second inning, when Bates loaded the bases
on a single, a hit batter and a walk. But Bill
Moriarty whiffed, an attempted squeeze
resulted in a put-out at home plate, and
Dave Dysenchuk, Bates' starting pitcher,
popped to Bob Ghazey at short.
The visitors drew blood in the fourth. With
one out, Chet Janiga walked, Harold
Wheeler forced him at 2nd base and
Moriarty scored Wheeler on a double into
the left field corner. But Foster seemed to
get stronger as the game progressed, and
after giving up the 5th Bates hit in the fifth
inning, he allowed only two more runners
the rest of the way. (Both reached on errors
by 3rd baseman Grey Hurd, who
nonetheless made some fine fielding plays,
and one of the runners was doubled off 1st
base by left-fielder Joe McCabe for Trin's
first DP of the year.)
In the seventh inning, the home nine
mounted its first serious threat. Pete
Boucher had replaced Dysenchuk after five
innings, and Bob Ghazey started the threat
after two were out by walking. 2nd baseman
Rick Hall then came through with his (and
Trinity's) 2nd hit, a hit-and-run single into
right. After catcher Mike McGuirk was hit,
however, Hurd popped to 1st baseman
Charles Becker to end the inning.
Pitcher Foster started the winning inning,
the eighth, with a 3-out single into left. Joe
McCabe then provided the fans with some
heroics. Hitting left-handed, he ripped a
long triple off the fence in left-center,
scoring Foster, and when Bates shortstop
Joe Hart bobbled the relay, McCabe turned
on the steam, Moriarty tried to block the
plate, but Joe rammed into him and
managed to touch the plate for the winning
run, The play was costly, though, for McCabe reinjured his knee and didn't play last
Saturday against Coast Guard.
Foster ended up with 6 strikeouts, including the last two men to face him, and 2
walks in a masterful performance. Pete
Boucher took the loss for Bates.
The previous day, against Williams,
Trinity had fallen victim to poor relief
pitching. Riding a 4-0 lead into the eighth
inning, starter John Suroviak once again
tired in the late innings, and with two out,
rightfielder Dan Odre got his second hit, a 2run triple. So, with a 4-2 lead and runners on
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The new golf season got off to a good start
with ten golfers making their spring
vacation a golf training trip. The golfers
spent their vacation in the sunny climes of
the University of South Carolina, where they
played three different courses, sharpening
their game.
The first home match was with Worcester
PolyTech. It was a heartbreaking loss for
the Bantams. After the first six matches, the
score was deadlocked and the seventh, and
deciding, match was tied after 18 regulation
holes. However Trinity finally lost out in the
extra hole to give WPT the match, 4-3.
In a triangular meet with Hartford and
Rhode Island, the Trinrnen bested their
crosstown rivals, 6-1, but fell : to the men
from the 'Island, 5-2.
.
Co-captain Walter Young was medalist in
both matches with two 77's. •
The team plays their home matches orTthe
challenging Kenney Park course. The team
plays two matches this week, both at home.
They face Amherst today and Coast Guard
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